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By 
Roseanna M. Zanca 
Advisor: Peter A. Serrano 
 
Early life adversity (ELA) is the exposure to a single or to multiple traumatic events before 
the age of 18 that go beyond the child’s coping. These adverse events are often exacerbated during 
adolescence particularly when cognitive performance is compromised. Adolescents who experienced 
ELA may show symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), while not vividly recalling the 
early life trauma. These individuals show atypical connectivity between prefrontal-amygdala and 
hippocampus, all of which is associated with an increased risk of experiencing a traumatic event 
again later in life. While clinical research has increasingly stressed the importance in addressing the 
long-lasting consequences of ELA, treatment availability for ELA is low. Yet, animal models of the 
threat response during development have given clues into ways in which early adverse experiences 
transition later in life. Our previous research has provided behavioral evidence that there are 
differences in infant and juvenile threat processing, reflecting age-specific wiring in the brain. 
However, research still lacks how molecular markers important for synaptic plasticity and memory 
are modulated across the development after threat exposure.  
The overall GOAL of these studies was in identifying the role of AMPAr on transitional 
threat memory processing at three ages of infancy, and the juvenile stage, to understand how the 
brain at different stages of life responds and processes threat.  
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 Adult rats exposed to threat exhibit impaired long term memory retrieval for tasks 
learned prior to threat exposure. AMPAr and PKMz expression, markers important for long 
term memory processing, are also dysregulated in acute and chronically threat exposed 
adults, suggesting threat memories may override or conflict with previously established 
memories. While previous research has provided evidence that synaptic plasticity is 
dysregulated in the adult brain after threat exposure, research still lacks on how molecular 
markers important for synaptic plasticity and memory are modulated across development 
after threat exposure. Thus, the studies presented in this dissertation identified the role of 
threat associated AMPAr on developmental synaptic plasticity by 1. Utilization of age-
specific threat conditioning paradigms 2. Monitoring biochemical changes 3. Examining the 
influence of stress hormones. These experiments focused on identifying AMPAr as a mediator 
for early life adversity associated memories.  
To achieve this goal, two specific aims were carried out:  
Specific Aim 1: Identify the role of AMPA receptor expression in the hippocampus and amygdala in 
threat memory retrieval during the juvenile or adult stage of life [Chapter 2] 
Previous research on ELA has focused primarily on the alterations of the developing amygdala-prefrontal 
circuitry, however, the hippocampus is also an important region in the threat circuit, where the contextual 
aspect of the threat memory is stored. While the amygdala has been shown involve in threat memories during 
the juvenile stage starting at PN17, the hippocampus is still a region yet to reach full maturation. Rats at this 
stage will demonstrate a threat response 24 hours later when tested in the initial training context, but; will not 
retain this threat memory as early as 4 days after the initial exposure. However, juvenile rats exposed to the 
initial context at 3 days and then 6 days’ post-threat retain a threat response, suggesting consistent 
reconsolidation of memories in juveniles is needed for the sustainment of threat memories. The need for 
consistent reconsolidation of memories is a developmental feature not present in the adult rodent brain. 
Studies focusing on the natural phenomena, infantile amnesia, the inability to maintain memories during 
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infancy and early childhood, have considered possible reasons for forgetting and recall failure seen during this 
stage of development. Previous research shows that while adults and juveniles both have developed 
projections between the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and hippocampus, juveniles do not show activation of 
BLA to hippocampus projections during threat conditioning and extinction. This difference projection 
strength suggests the hippocampus and its projections to regions like the prefrontal cortex and amygdala are 
immature, making these immature projections a potential driving force behind increased forgetting in 
juveniles.  
To identify the role of the AMPA receptor associated with threat memory retrieval in juvenile rats, we 
focus on both the amygdala and hippocampus in understanding how neural mechanisms important for threat 
memory processing differentiate between juveniles and adults. Groups of male juvenile and adult rats 
were exposed to the pedestal stress paradigm and tested for contextual threat memory retrieval either 
1d or 7d later. Rats were sacrificed 30 minutes after test and the dorsal hippocampus and amygdala 
were evaluated for GluA1-3, PKMz and PSD95.  
We found that:  
 
(1) As expected, both juvenile and adults have intact threat memory retrieval 24 hours post-
training. However, at 7 days post-training only adults exhibit a sustained threat memory 
(2) GluA1-2 AMPAr subunits increase at 1d post-training in the hippocampus of juvenile rats 
and phosphorylated Serine 845 GluA1 AMPAr subunit increases 7d post-training in the 
hippocampus of juvenile rats 
(3) PSD-95 and phosphorylated Serine295 PSD-95 increase only 1d post-training in the 
amygdala and 7d post-training in the hippocampus of only adult rats  
 
Overall, these results indicate long term dysregulation in the juvenile brain associated with 
adversity induced GluA1-AMPAr subunit expression. Additionally, the increase in PSD-95 and its 
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phosphorylated state observed only in adults, highlights the lack of mature dendritic spines and 
increased neurogenesis in juveniles seen in previous literature on infantile amnesia and ELA.  
Specific Aim 2: Identify the role of AMPA receptor expression in the amygdala in threat 
memory retrieval during infancy [Chapter 3]  
Adolescents who have experienced maltreatment early in life respond faster to fearful facial 
expressions and show an overgeneralized threat response. This rapid response to these fearful facial 
expressions was also associated with activation of the prefrontal cortex, suggesting dysregulated 
development of the amygdala-prefrontal circuitry. Furthermore, longitudinal fMRI studies on 
adolescent individuals who experience ELA show atypical connectivity between the prefrontal 
cortex to amygdala and prefrontal cortex to hippocampus. This pattern suggests that trauma has long 
term consequences resulting in atypical development of brain regions important for short and long 
term memory storage as well as emotional memory storage. 
In rodents, altered connectivity between these brains regions is observed in models of 
maltreatment during infancy, resulting in depressive and anxiety like symptoms, and deficits in 
social behavior later on in adolescence. Furthermore, infant rats maltreated by the mother show 
increased levels of the stress hormone, corticosterone (CORT), suggesting CORT may play a role in 
the altered threat circuitry shown later in adolescent rats. Increased CORT levels in the amygdala 
during infancy prematurely activates the amygdala threat circuitry, a function that usually does not 
emerge until PN10. With previous literature highlighting the effects of trauma on brain regions 
important for not only threat memory processing but also non-threat memory processing, suggesting 
that altered and atypical development in these brain regions may also serve as a driving force for the 
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1.1 Early life adversity in humans and rodents: behavior and threat circuitry  
	
Early life adversity (ELA) is the exposure to a single or multiple traumatic events before the 
age of 18 that go beyond the child’s coping[1, 2] as infants and children do not have the proper 
wiring to self-regulate emotional and physiological responses in a skillful manner [3]. ELA can 
encompass a multitude of events, from various forms of abuse, to caregiver maltreatment and 
neglect, to natural disaster [1]. According, to Middlebrooks and Audage, 65% of individuals in 
the United States have experienced at least one traumatic event during childhood, while 12% 
have experienced a multitude of traumatic events before the age of 18[2, 4]. Recently, more 
research has highlighted the effects of ELA and its impact on the developing brain into 
adulthood. Studies on ELA have shown children under the age of ten to display a wide range of 
symptoms related to post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), with increased prevalence later in life 
[5]. In addition, children who have experienced trauma are also more likely to show or have 
symptoms of depression and anxiety over the lifespan [6]. Furthermore, fMRI studies have 
shown that children who have experienced maltreatment from a caregiver display accelerated 
maturation of the amygdala, correlated with hypersensitivity and more anxiety like symptoms 
than children who have not experienced trauma [7, 8]. However, considering ELA can 
encompass varying events, reports of ELA may be largely underestimated, with recent studies 
showing unreliance on self-reporting and by their caregivers, as well as scarce long-term follow-
ups [9, 10]. While clinical research has increasingly shown the importance in addressing the 
effects of ELA later in life, preventative, age-specific treatment has yet to emerge. To address 
this problem, I use a rodent model for ELA during the infant, and juvenile stages, as it can be 
useful for identifying age-specific therapeutic targets. Even though clinical research is still 
lacking in this area, animal models of the threat response during development have given clues 
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into ways in which early traumatic experiences transition later in life. Understanding these age-
specific wiring in the brain is particularly relevant to how the brain at different ages responds to 
threat and the memory processing that takes place afterward. Focusing on behavioral (motor 
output) and central mechanisms (neural and molecular processing) will not only aid in providing 
evidence on the similarities and differences of how humans and non-human animals process 
threat across each stage of development, but what the molecular processing’s of the threat 
response from research on rodents has shown so far. Understanding the similarities and 
differences in which trauma develops and is maintained, will aid in providing specific treatments 
for this disorder across the lifespan.  
1.1.1 The threat behavioral system in rodents and humans  
In the rodent, the threat behavioral system is a system that encompasses different levels of motor 
responses, elicited by different levels of central mechanisms, (hormone, neurotransmitter release, 
memory retrieval). These central mechanisms are first activated by external or perceptual 
mechanisms (aversive stimuli) [11]. Encompassed within the threat behavior system is the threat 
response. What determines a threat response is primarily based on external stimuli. This will 
greatly impact the behavioral response of the rodent, where perception of the stimulus will 
determine the stimulus level[11]. In adult rats, the motor outputs that encompass the threat 
response are elicited through a novel/aversive stimulus and can be expressed at different 
levels[12, 13]. Outputs include, explore at a low-level/novel stimulus, escape at a moderate 
aversive stimulus and freezing or immobility at a high-aversive stimulus[13, 14]. Similarly, for 
human animals, threat behavioral cues will primarily depend on context and the level of threat 
encountered. A low-level threat will result in a startle, a moderate level threat will result in a 
rapid escape and a high level threat will result in passive freezing[15, 16]. Here the level of 
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aversion perceived by the human subject is self-reported, as well as measured by heart rate and 
eye tracking movement[16, 17]. Human studies on those with the rare genetic disease Urbach-
Wiethe disease (UWD), which results in calcification of the basolateral amygdala (BLA), show 
to display heightened attention towards bodily threat signals, but also failure to ignore irrelevant 
bodily signals when paired with threat facial signals, compared to controls[18]. Further, Terburg 
and colleagues revealed, using subjects with the same genetic disease show dysregulation in their 
own behavioral responses to threat[16]. Subjects given a threat escape task were given different 
shock intensities (low, moderate, and high level shock) to the wrist, where shocks to the wrist 
could go from easily avoidable to unavoidable. Results of the study reveal subjects with UWD 
were less likely to actively escape and instead more likely to freeze regardless of the level of 
threat encountered when compared to healthy controls[16].  These results further the evidence 
that within the human threat behavioral system, not only is the behavioral response elicited by 
external stimuli important, but as well as the type of behavioral response elicited. However, 
unlike human research on the threat response, understanding whether a non-human animal has 
developed a threat memory, is dependent upon how the researcher interprets the behavioral 
response. When studying models of threat in rodents, startle, escape and freezing responses are 
utilized by the researcher to objectively interpret a response to threat and these behaviors alone 
show researchers the ways external stimuli affects the central mechanisms of the threat response.  
 
1.1.2 Early life adversity in humans: behavior and threat circuitry   
	
In humans, the frontal lobe, an area of the brain important for decision making, working 
memory, as well as recognition of threat stimuli, reaches maturity during young adulthood, 
while, the main brain region involved in emotion, the amygdala, matures pre-adolescence [8]. 
Human studies on ELA have focused on the prefrontal cortex and amygdala in identifying how 
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these two brain regions are affected by trauma. Longitudinal studies using FMRI have revealed 
children who experienced ELA, over time display decreased gray matter volume in the prefrontal 
cortex, as well as dysregulation of prefrontal-amygdala circuitry [19]. In turn, adolescents who 
have experienced childhood maltreatment were shown to respond faster to fearful facial 
expressions and show an overgeneralized fear response. The ability to rapidly respond to these 
fearful facial expressions was also associated with activation of the prefrontal cortex [20], 
suggesting dysregulated development of the amygdala-prefrontal circuitry.  
During pre-adolescence, parental presence greatly modulates and affects amygdala-
prefrontal connections, affecting the emotionality of the child [8, 21]. This circuitry in a young 
child can easily be left vulnerable when encountered with an aversive stimulus. In cases of ELA, 
the brain has been shown to compensate for the lack of external buffer between threat and the 
child, by accelerating maturation of the amygdala [8]. This may lead to a dysregulation of the 
amygdala-prefrontal cortex connections, where now, a mature over stimulated amygdala is 
projecting to an under developed prefrontal cortex, leading to the irrational and irregular threat 
response seen in children who have experienced ELA [8]. Rodents studies on ELA also show, 
the amygdala-prefrontal circuitry to be play an important role in how the developing brain 
processes threat. These studies not only show the parallel between the effects of maternal 
presence and maltreatment on the infant, but how alterations in threat circuitry and long-term 
effects of ELA are produced as a result.  
 
1.1.3 Early life adversity in infant rodents: behavior and threat circuitry  
	
Rodents studies on ELA, specifically, maternal maltreatment during infancy have 
revealed rat pups maltreated by the mother resulted in the pups feeding less, being stepped on by 
the mother frequently, and roughly handled by the mother, resulting in increased levels of 
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corticosterone (CORT) in the infant rat [22, 23]. However, in cases where maltreatment was not 
present, maternal presence acted as a buffer between the external threat stimulus and the rat pup. 
Recent studies focusing on threat memory during development have found that neonatal rats 
exposed to shock while simultaneously having the odor of the mother present, prevented the 
infant rats from eliciting a threat response to the CS-odor or consolidating a threat memory 24 
hours’ post training [24]. The neonatal rats only showed a preference towards the shock if the 
mothers’ odor was presented at the same time during training, suggesting maternal presence 
results in a suppression of the threat response or retention of a threat memory [25]. These same 
neonatal rats only elicit a threat response if the mothers’ odor was absent, suggesting the 
mothers’ presence establishes some type of buffering between the aversive stimulus and the 
neonatal rat [3, 25]. Thus, maternal presence establishes a buffering between the aversive 
stimulus and the neonatal rat [3, 25], but if the aversive stimulus is the parental presence 
themselves, not only altering threat circuitry but the learned associations on threat 
discrimination.  
Previous research on infant rat pups using CORT administration into the amygdala has 
shown that CORT activates an otherwise immature amygdala, resulting in a threat response upon 
shock exposure. This threat response is usually a phenotype that does not emerge until postnatal 
day 12 (PN12). Thus, to determine whether CORT had a direct involvement in the activation of 
the amygdala, Moriceau and colleagues (2004) inhibited CORT in the amygdala in PN12 rat 
pups. This resulted in failure to elicit a threat response upon shock exposure and when reinstating 
CORT back into the amygdala PN12 rat pups, the freezing response was recovered upon shock 
exposure [26]. This suggests CORTs importance not only in general threat circuitry, but the 
damaging effects CORT poses during the sensitive period. The increase in CORT during the 
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infant stage may be involved in the resulting altered connectivity between the amygdala and the 
prefrontal cortex later in life. Overall, clinical studies have shown that during childhood, these 
connections between the amygdala and prefrontal cortex are just as affected by parental care in 
humans as we have seen in rodent studies on maternal presence. Rodents maltreated during 
infancy display altered amygdala-prefrontal connectivity and a depressive-like phenotype during 
adolescence and young adulthood when tested on several learned hopelessness behavioral tests 
[22]. Furthermore, adolescent rats who were maltreated during infancy displayed epigenetic 
consequences not only in the amygdala, but the hippocampus as well, suggesting over time other 
brain regions involved in the threat circuitry are also affected [27]. While, more research is 
needed on whether the projections from the hippocampus are also dysregulated in children who 
have experienced trauma, based on the research above, if the threat response and circuitry of 
threat are dependent upon prefrontal activity, the generalized pathway of threat in children could 
possibly become dysregulated over time. As we will see during the juvenile stage, the 
hippocampus may aid in understanding this dysregulation.  
 
1.1.4 Early life adversity in juvenile rodents: behavior and threat circuitry  
	
While research on ELA has focused primarily on the alterations of the developing 
amygdala-prefrontal circuitry[26-28] the hippocampus is also an important region in the threat 
circuit, where the contextual aspect of the threat memory is stored[29].  In adults, over time, 
memories initially developed in the hippocampus, upon reactivation, are reconsolidated to the 
prefrontal cortex, where recognition of the threat stimulus is stored[30, 31]. While the amygdala 
has been shown to be involved in threat memories during the juvenile stage[32],  the 
hippocampus is still a region yet to reach full maturation[33].  Rats at this stage will elicit a 
threat response 24 hours later when tested in the initial training context, but; will not retain this 
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threat memory, as early as 4 days after the initial exposure[32, 34]. However, juvenile rats who 
are given reminders by being exposed to the initial context at 3 days and 6 days, recover a threat 
response[32], suggesting consistent reconsolidation of memories in juveniles is needed for the 
sustainment of threat memory. This also suggests that, juveniles exhibit a failure to recall single 
threating events, something not seen in adult rodents.  
Studies focusing on the natural phenomena, infantile amnesia, the inability to maintain 
memories during infancy and early childhood[35, 36]  have looked further into the possible 
reasons for forgetting and recall failure seen during this stage of development. Akers and 
colleagues[33] have shown that, hippocampal neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus in juvenile rats 
occurs at a much higher rate compared to adult rats. This in turn promotes the acquisition of new 
hippocampal-dependent memories and old memories are lost due to new synaptic connections 
made within networks that already existed. Recent research has also shown that while adults and 
juveniles both have developed projections between the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the 
hippocampus, juveniles do not show activation of BLA to hippocampus projections during threat 
conditioning and extinction[37, 38]. Even though the amygdala has fully matured by this stage, 
the hippocampus and its projections to regions like the prefrontal cortex and amygdala are 
immature, suggesting that an immature hippocampus may be the driving force behind increased 
forgetting in juveniles. Based on previous findings on the effects of an immature hippocampus, 
failure to recall or reinstate single threatening events during the juvenile stage may act as a 
protective mechanism against the prevalence of disorders like PTSD later in life.  
	
1.2 Molecular mechanisms of threat memory processing 
	
When studying the molecular mechanisms of ELA and maintenance of long-term threat 
memories, the central mechanisms involved in the processing of long-term non-threat memories 
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are considered, as research on both non-threat and threat memories have resulted in similar 
modulation of markers of memory [39-41]. Understanding the ways in which the molecular 
mechanisms of threat are modulated among various stages of development, may provide a better 
understanding for the anatomical changes seen throughout the lifespan. Thus, even though the 
threat circuit is immature during the pre-adolescent stage, various molecular markers of adult 
threat memory are considered, but the ways in which the molecular mechanisms of threat are 
activated, trafficked to the synapse and recycled from the synapse may differ.  
 
 
1.2.1 Molecular mechanisms of threat memory processing: The role of AMPAr/PKMz/PSD95 
signaling in synaptic plasticity  
	
	
Research on long-term non-threat memories in adults have extensively studied the α-
amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAr), revealing AMPArs are 
trafficked during memory retrieval, reconsolidation and are involved in the maintenance of long-
term memories [42, 43]. The AMPAr is made up of 4 subunits, GluA1-4, and will traffic to the 
synapse as heterodimers, with GluA1/2 heterodimers shown to be involved in acquisition and 
memory reactivation, whereas GluA2/3 heterodimers are involved in maintenance of long-term 
memories [39, 40].  
The GluA2 AMPAr subunit in particular, plays an important role in long-term memory 
retrieval and maintenance[42]. GluA2 functions in concert with atypical protein kinase M zeta 
(PKMz) and is anchored on the scaffolding protein, post synaptic density-95 (PSD-95), during 
long term memory processing [44]. As levels of GluA2 increase in the post synaptic density, 
clusters of GluA2/PSD95/PKMz also increase, stabilizing AMPAr at the synapse and preventing 
endocytosis[44]. This stabilization of GluA2 on the synapse occurs through direct binding to N-
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ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor (NSF)[39, 45] and is enhanced via PKMz induced synaptic 
potentiation[46]. Previous research on juvenile threat memory and reconsolidation shows when 
juveniles are given two reconsolidation sessions (3 days and 6 days post-threat exposure), 
cytosolic PKMz is upregulated in the amygdala in juvenile rats when tested 7 days post-threat 
exposure[32], suggesting PKMz to play a role in both adult and pre-adolescent memory-
processing. Various studies on PKMz show the atypical kinase to be involved in various forms 
of memory processing, but its role in long term memory processing was previously challenged. 
Studies on PKMz conditional KO mice show that these mice  still exhibit long term memory 
capacity even when PKMz is absent[47]. However, recent research on PKMz conditional KO 
mice demonstrate that in the absence of PKMz, another atypical kinase, Protein kinase C i/l 
(PKCi/l), is expressed instead. This result suggests PKCi/l as compensatory mechanism in 
place of PKMz during long-term memory retrieval[48]. Thus, it is important to investigate both 
PKMz and PKCi/l expression in pre-adolescent rats who do not show threat memory 
retrieval[26], in understanding the neural mechanisms of ELA.  
 
1.2.2 Molecular mechanisms of threat memory processing: The role of GluA1 AMPAr subunit  
	
During the reconsolidation process, previously established memories are first reactivated 
and then under-go re-stabilization before going back into an inactive state, forming an updated or 
modified version of the memory [49]. Within the first hour of the reconsolidation process, 
retrieval is accompanied by a decrease in GluA1/2 containing AMPAr and by the fourth to sixth 
hour, the reconsolidation period is completed, coming back to an increase in GluA2 containing 
AMPAr [50]. As discussed earlier, while juveniles do not maintain memories for long periods of 
time, multiple reminders given in the initial context influence the reconsolidation of the threat 
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memory [32]. With this in mind, receptors involved in reconsolidation and activation of 
previously formed memories are considered in studying ELA. Research on the reconsolidation 
process has considered several receptors and surface proteins. In describing the molecular 
mechanisms of threat memory, the current literature focuses on adrenergic receptors (AR), the 
target receptors of norepinephrine (NE) and the GluA1-containing AMPAr, as these not only 
play a role in the initial threat memory retrieval, but also play a role in the transition from re-
stabilization to maintenance during the reconsolidation process (Fig1.) [40, 50].  
NE has long been known to be involved in the maintenance of long-term threat 
memories. Previous studies on rats first found NE involvement in generalized pain, displaying 
increased NE release in the amygdala following a single foot shock; with the amount of NE 
release correlating with the intensity of the shock [51]. Animal studies using Pavlovian threat 
conditioning have shown that once a conditioned stimulus-unconditioned stimulus (CS-US) 
pairing is established, NE evolves into an internal unconditioned response, where NE release 
itself will now also trigger a threat response upon retrieval [52]. The evolvement of NE as a 
internal conditioned response is especially important for understanding the ways contextual 
threat memories in humans who experienced ELA ultimately transition to generalized threat 
memories, making NE one of the main stress hormones involved in the sustainability of 
disorders like PTSD and its debilitating symptoms.  
When a threat memory is retrieved, ARs are engaged, activating the effector protein, 
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), leading to the activation of protein kinase A (PKA). 
This activation of PKA, proceeds with the activation of the cAMP response element-binding 
protein (CREB) cycle, that in turn upregulates receptors like brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF), important for memory [53]. PKA not only activates signal cascades necessary for the 
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activation of memories, but also phosphorylates serine 845 (pS845) on the c-terminus of the 
GluA1 AMPAr subunit [53]. The phosphorylation of S845, has been shown to be important for 
the transition from re-stabilization of a memory to the maintenance phase (Fig 1.). The b-
adrenergic receptor antagonist, propranolol has long been shown to inhibit reconsolidation of 
threat memories in the amygdala. Rodent studies on the b-blocker, have shown that it  correlates 
with decreases in pS845 at the synapse, resulting in the prevention of reconsolidation and a 
failure to elicit a threat response upon CS re-exposure [54]. In juveniles, similar results are 
revealed, with juveniles who initially elicited a freezing response 24 hours post-threat exposure, 
no longer freeze in the initial context when administered propranolol [55]. While this result 
suggests that juvenile and adult mechanisms of signal activation mediated by NE work similarly 
24 hours after training, it does not reveal why juveniles fail to recall these threat memories long 
term. Furthermore, with no current literature on the role of the AMPAr on infant memories, little 
is known on whether these same mechanisms seen in juveniles with 24-hour memory retrieval 





Figure 1. Threat memory processing in adults. There are several pathways involved at each 
stage of threat memory processing. Upon memory activation NMDAr is activated, initiating, 
activation of the CREB cycle, leading to a cascade of activity dependent GluA1-AMPAr subunit 
and PKMz trafficking to the synapse. The NE then plays a large role in phosphorylation of 
GluA1 at the serine 845 site on the c-terminus changing channel conductance, promoting GluA2-
AMPAr at the synapse. PKMz at the synapse phosphorylates NSF, promoting GluA2-AMPAr 
subunit anchoring. Overall, this cascade of events and phosphorylation of GluA1 at S845 are 
important for the transition from reconsolidation to maintenance of threat memories and 
homeostatic regulation at the synapse.			
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXTUAL FEAR MEMORY MODULATES PSD95 
PHOSPHORYLATION, AMPAR SUBUNITS. PKMz AND PI3K DIFFERENTIALLY 
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2.1 Abstract  
 
It is well known that young organisms do not maintain memories as long as adults, but the 
mechanisms for this ontogenetic difference are undetermined. Previous work has revealed that 
the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4- isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAr) subunits are 
trafficked into the synaptic membrane following memory retrieval in adults. Additionally, 
phosphorylated PSD-95-Ps295 promotes AMPAr stabilization at the synapse. We investigated 
these plasticity related proteins as potential mediators in the differential contextual stress 
memory retrieval capabilities observed between adult and juvenile rats. Rats were assigned to 
either pedestal stress (1 h) or no stress control (home cage). Each animal was placed alone in an 
open field for 5 min at the base of a 6 × 6 sq inch pedestal (4ft high). Stress subjects were then 
placed on this pedestal for 1hr and control subjects were placed in their home cage following 
initial exploration. Each animal was returned to the open field for 5 min either 1d or 7d following 
initial exposure. Freezing postures were quantified during the memory retrieval test. The 1d test 
shows adult (P90) and juvenile (P26) stressed rats increase their freezing time com- pared to 
controls. However, the 7d memory retrieval test shows P90 stress rats but not P26 stress rats 
freeze while in the fear context. Twenty minutes after the memory retrieval test, hippocampi and 
amygdala were micro-dissected and prepared for western blot analysis. Our results show that 1d 
fear memory retrieval induced an upregulation of PSD-95 and Ps295 in the adult amygdala but 
not in the juvenile. However, the juvenile animals upregulated PKMζ, PI3K and GluA2/3, 
GluA1-S845 in the dorsal hippocampus (DH), but the adults did not. Following the 7d memory 
retrieval test, adults upregulated GluA2 in the amygdala but not the juveniles. In the DH, adults 
increased PSD-95 and pS295 but not the juveniles. The adults appear to preferentially increase 
amygdala-driven processing at 1d and increase DH-driven context specific processing at 7d. 
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These data identify molecular processes that may underlie the reduced fear-memory retrieval 
capability of juveniles. Together these data provide a potential molecular target that could be 























Infants and young children can learn and remember but show a reduced capability to retain new 
memories[57-59]. This reduced memory capacity in children is not due to poor encoding of 
information, since younger children given equivalent learning or overlearning still forget[60, 61]. 
Additionally, memory retention improves with maturation, but the mechanisms underlying this 
developmental shift are largely unknown[62-67]. Even in the absence of behavioral evidence of 
fear learning, memories of the event can appear later[68]. Further, stress and traumatic 
experiences in early life may lead to physiological and molecular changes to accelerate the 
development of the adult memory system, which indicates that these experiences can cause long 
lasting effects on memory[69-71]. In order to delineate molecular	mechanisms that are associated 
with an acute stress- or fear-memory retrieval, our study focused on two distinct development 
periods, juvenile and adult rats, and their ability to maintain a fear memory across either a recent 
or long interval. 
Acute stress and/or fear affects many different molecular and cognitive processes including 
synaptic transmission, neural plasticity and memory [72]. There has been a growing 
understanding for how these experiences exert specific changes on glutamatergic transmission in 
the brain [73] in ways that can vary across time domains and brain regions [74-76]. Stress/fear 
responses include corticosteroid-dependent changes to plasticity-related protein activity that can 
dramatically alter the neurophysiology underlying cognitive processes. Of particular importance, 
corticosterone can affect AMPAR-mediated transmission by increasing surface mobility [77, 78] 
and that behavioral fear/stress increases synaptic AMPAR levels [79-82]. While these molecular 
adaptations are considered critical for modulating synaptic strength that can alter learning in-
vivo, the signaling pathways mediating these corticosterone-driven effects have not been fully 
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characterized. More importantly, the developmental shifts in synaptic signaling have not been 
investigated thoroughly, which may provide an understanding of how young animals show 
reduced fear memory capacity compared to adults [32, 71]. To delineate the molecular 
mechanisms associated with fear memory retrieval, we used an elevated platform to produce a 
context specific fear memory, which has been shown to increase corticosterone and alter GluA2 
and PKMz expression within 1h [81]. In our present study, we evaluated the retrieval of this 
platform stress as a contextual fear memory followed by assessment of synaptic markers in the 
dorsal hippocampus (DH) and amygdala.  
The amygdala and DH are known to have discrete roles in contextual fear memory [29, 83]. The 
amygdala, and basolateral amygdala (BLA) in particular, modulate consolidation of various 
types of memories [84], including contextual fear memory [85, 86]. Furthermore, studies show 
that the BLA is more liberally involved in modulating the formation of emotionally arousing 
memories whereas the DH is specifically involved in potentiating the contextual aspects of fear 
memories [29]. Moreover, the engagement of these two brain regions appear linked, in that BLA 
stimulation can enhance hippocampal LTP [87, 88] and enhance avoidance memory performance 
[89, 90]. While there are direct projections from BLA to ventral hippocampus (VH) [91, 92], 
studies show that VH is involved in emotion and anxiety [93-95] and in the retention of foot 
shock learning with no role in the retention of the context learning [96]. Thus, characterizing the 
activity in the DH following fear conditioning can help us understand the context-specific effects 
of stress on the brain.   
Studies using shock and predator odor have shown that GluA1-2 containing AMPAr subunits 
increased during consolidation and retrieval of fear memory in the hippocampus [50]  and 
amygdala [97], while reconsolidation was shown to increase PKMz levels in the amygdala [32]. 
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Furthermore, surface GluA2 increased on mushroom spines in the DH, displaying the importance 
of AMPA-receptor subunits in the maintenance and retrieval of a contextual fear memory [98]. 
Our study demonstrates that exposure to the elevated platform as a fear-inducing stimulus 
produces fear learning comparable to these studies using shock and predator odor. Both juveniles 
and adults showed equivalent contextual memory 1d after training, but only the adults expressed 
a contextual memory at 7d. We hypothesized that these behavioral results are driven by 
developmentally-regulated synaptic plasticity molecules, acting as markers for enhanced or 
dampened neural activity. Our molecular analyses included markers PSD95, PKMz, AMPA-
receptor subunits GluA1, A2, and A3, as well as upstream signaling marker PI3K. Additionally, 
we also analyzed the developmental shifts in levels of phosphorylated synaptic plasticity 
markers, that could more readily indicate activation states of these proteins. Our data identify a 
developmentally-sensitive fear-memory capacity driven by developmentally-regulated synaptic 
plasticity marker expression.  
 
2.3 Materials and Methods  
2.3.1 Subjects   
	
Male Sprague-Dawley rats from Envigo (Indianapolis, ID) were purchased at 12 weeks of age 
(275-325 g). Adult rats were housed individually at the Hunter College animal facility for 1 week 
prior to beginning any behavioral assessments. Previous work has shown that environmental 
enrichment during peri-adolescent periods can have significant positive cognitive and neural 
effects [99].Thus, social buffering arising from group-housed subjects may impair fear-learning 
[100] and obstruct our molecular investigations. Time pregnant Female Sprague-Dawley rats at 
18 days gestation were purchased. Male juveniles were weaned at postnatal day (PN) 21 and 
housed in groups of three. Animal quarters were maintained at constant temperature (22±1°C) 
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and relative humidity (40-50%) with a 12h light/dark cycle (lights on at 8:00h). Food (Harlan 
Teklad; Frederick, MD) and water were available ad libitum. All housing conditions conform to 
the Hunter College guidelines outlined by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC). 
 
2.3.2 Threat memory training and behavioral assessments  
	
Cohorts of juvenile (PN26) and adult rats (PN90) were assigned to either a fear (adult, n = 16; 
juvenile, n = 14) or a no fear control (adult, n = 16; juvenile, n = 18) condition, and then into 
groups that would be tested at 1d or 7d post-fear/or no fear exposure. Juvenile rats were trained 
at PN26 and adult rats were trained at PN90. Testing took place either 24 h or 7 days after 
training, resulting in PN34 Juveniles rats and PN98 Adult rats. On the training day, fear-assigned 
animals were individually placed in an open field (3′ x 3′ square enclosure) at the base of a 6 × 6 
sq. inch, 4′ high pedestal for 5 min, before being placed on top of the pedestal for 60 min. 
Animals in the control group were given the same 5 min exposure to the open field and then 
taken back to their home cage immediately after. The test day was either 1 day or 7 days post-
training, where all animals regardless of condition, were place in the open field for 5 min before 
being placed back into their home cages. Behavior was videotaped and analyzed off-line. Time 
freezing was recorded by timer and stopwatch by experimenters blind to the rats’ condition. 
Animals who froze during training were dropped from the experiment. Novel Context: In order 
to determine context- specific fear behavior, a subset of animals was either assigned fear (adult, 
n = 8; juvenile, n = 7) or control (adult, n = 8; juvenile, n = 9) and tested for fear-based behaviors 




Figure 2. Memory retrieval test in Fear or Novel Context. A) Rats were trained on day 1 and 
either tested the following day or on the 8th day. Tissue was collected 30 min after test. B) Rats 
were allowed to explore the open-field, were exposed to platform (or home-cage), and then re-
exposed to fear context or a novel context. C) Fear (+) juveniles and adults increase freezing 
when tested in the fear context (FC) compared to all other conditions: juveniles (*p < .05); adult 
(**p < .01). D) 7d fear memory retrieval shows fear (+) adults increase freezing compared to fear 
(−) adults (*p < .05). Fear (+) juveniles vs. fear (−), juveniles are not significantly different. E) 
Anatomical representation of the dorsal hippocampus and amygdala tissue dissections in grey 
(adapted from Palombi et al., 2006.). Dorsal hippocampus and amygdala dissected between 
Interaural 7.12mm x Bregma −1.88mm and Interaural 5.20mm x Bregma −3.80mm.  
	
2.3.3 Tissue sample collection and fractionation  
	
After fear memory retrieval testing at 1d or 7d post exposure, animals were sacrificed within 30 
min after being brought back to their home cage. Whole brains were flash frozen in 2-methyl-
butane. Brains were sectioned at 100 µm and kept on microscope slides at −80 °C. Under a 
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dissecting microscope, amygdala and dorsal hippocampus were dissected and prepared into 
cytosolic and synaptic fractions as previously reported[101] (See Fig. 1E). Briefly, tissues were 
thawed from frozen and immersed in a TEE (Tris 50 Mm; EDTA 1 Mm; EGTA 1 Mm) buffer 
containing a SigmaFast, protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma Aldrich) diluted to contain AEBSF 
(2Mm), Phosphoramidon (1 Μm), Bestatin (130 Μm), E-64 (14 Μm), Leupeptin (1 Μm), 
Aprotinin (0.2 Μm), and Pepstatin A (10 Μm). Tissues were homogenized in 200 µl of the TEE-
homogenization buffer using 20 pumps with a motorized pestle. Homogenates were transferred 
to Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 3000 g (5 min at 4 °C), to remove pellet. The resulting 
supernatant was centrifuged at 100,000 g for 30 min. After ultra- centrifugation, the supernatant 
was collected and stored as the cytosolic fraction. The remaining pellet was resuspended in 100µl 
of homogenizing TEE buffer containing 0.001% Triton X-100, incubated on ice for 1 h and then 
centrifuged at 100,000 g for 1 h at 4 °C. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 50 µl of TEE 
buffer and stored as the synaptic fraction[102]. The Pierce bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) 
(Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL) was used to determine protein concentration for each sample. 
Samples were reduced with 4x Laemmli sample buffer equivalent to 25% of the total volume of 
the sample and then boiled and stored frozen at −80 °C.  
 
2.3.4 Protein quantification and western blot assessments  
	
Samples (20 µg) were loaded onto a Tris/Gly 4–20% midiTM gel to resolve alpha-tubulin (55 
kDa), GluA1 (102 kDa), GluA1 phosphory- lated at serine 845 (102kDa), GluA2 (102kDa), 
GluA3 (102kDa), PSD95 (95 kDa), PSD 95 phosphorylated at serine 295 (105 kDa), PKMζ 
(55kDa), and PI3 Kinase (55kDa). Every gel contained 3–4 lanes loaded with the same control 
sample, (all brain samples, ABS). ABS were used to standardize protein signals between gels. 
Gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes in Iblot® Dry Blotting System (Life 
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Technologies; Carlsbad, CA) for 7 min. Nitrocellulose membranes were then incubated in 
blocking solution containing 5% sucrose in Tris Buffered Saline with Tween-20 (TBST; 0.1% 
Tween-20 in TBS) for 30min at room temperature. Samples were incubated with the fol- lowing 
primary antibodies overnight: alpha-tubulin (1:2000; Millipore, Burlington, MA), GluA2 
(1:2000; Millipore, Burlington, MA), GluA1 (1:2000; Millipore, Burlington, MA), GluA1 
phosphorylated serine 845 (1:2000, AbCam, Cambridge, UK), PKMζ (1:2000; Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA); and GluA3 (1:2000, Millipore, Burlington, MA), PSD-95 
(1:2000; Millipore, Burlington, MA), PSD-95 phosphorylated serine 295 (1:2000, AbCam, 
Cambridge, UK), and PI3 Kinase (1:2000; Millipore, Burlington, MA). Membranes were washed 
in TBST for 20min and probed with Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary 
antibody. Membranes were incubated with Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) substrate and 
exposed on CL-X Posure Film (Thermo Scientific; Rockford, IL). Α-tubulin was used as a 
control to standardize for protein concentration loaded on gels. Films were scanned for 
quantification with NIH Image J.  
 
2.4 Results  
2.4.1 Contextual threat memory retrieval  
	
Our results showed that both juveniles and adults demonstrated enhanced context specific 
freezing during a 1d fear memory retrieval test, (F (3, 48) = 9.58, **p < .01), with no effect of 
age (F(3, 48) = 3.00 p = .09), Fig. 1 C)]. Post-hoc, juvenile and adult fear (+) + fear context (FC) 
increased their freezing time compared to all other conditions: juveniles fear (−) + FC (*p < .05), 
fear (+) +novel context (NC) (*p < .05), fear(−) + NC (*p < .05); Fig. 1C, adult fear (−) + FC 
(**p < .01), fear (+) +novel context (NC) (**p < .01), fear(−) + NC (**p < .01). During the 7d 
fear memory retrieval test freezing behavior, two-way ANOVA reveals an effect of fear (F(1, 27) 
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= 9.29, **p < .01), with no effect of age (F(1, 26) = 1.33 p = .26) (Fig. 1D). Post hoc, fear (+) 
adults show an increase in freezing com- pared to fear (−) adults, (*p < .05). Conversely, there 
was no significant difference in freezing behavior between fear (+) and fear (−) juveniles at 7d. 
 
2.4.2 Hippocampal synaptic AMPAr subunit expression  
	
Western blot analysis of AMPAr subunits (GluA1, pS845 GluA1, GluA2 and GluA3) expression 
following 1d or 7d fear memory retrieval was conducted. Synaptic GluA1 expression (Fig. 2A) 
showed a significant effect of fear (F(1, 28) = 4.2, p = .05) but no effect of age and no post-hoc 
differences. Synaptic Ps845 expression (Fig. 2B) showed an effect of age (F(1, 26) = 11, p < .01) 
and an interaction (F(1, 26) = 11, p < .01). Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles displayed an increase in 
Ps845 expression compared to the fear (−) juveniles (**p < .01) and fear (+) adults (**p < .01). 
Synaptic GluA2 expression (Fig. 2C) showed an effect of fear (F(1, 28) = 6.688, p < .05), but no 
effect of age or interaction. Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles showed an increase in GluA2 expression 
compared to fear (−) juveniles, (*p < .05). Synaptic GluA3 expression (Fig. 2D) showed an 
effect on age, fear and an interaction, respectively [(F(1, 26) = 6.68, p = .016); F(1, 26) = 5.38, p 
= .03); F(1, 26) = 4.35, p = .04)]. Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles show an increase in GluA3 
compared to fear (−) juveniles (*p < .05) and fear (+) adults (*p < .05). Increases in AMPAr 
subunit activity in juveniles following 1d fear memory retrieval suggests the DH is specifically 
engaged via AMPAr subunit modulation. Following 7d memory retrieval synaptic GluA1 
expression (Fig. 2E) showed an effect of age [F(1, 27) = 4.3, p < .05)], and an interaction [F(1, 
27) = 4.3, p < .05)]. Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles showed a decrease in synaptic GluA1expression 
com- pared to fear (−) juveniles (*p < .05) and fear (+) adults (*p < .05). Synaptic Ps845 
expression (Fig. 2F) showed an effect of age [F(1, 29) = 6.33, p < .05)], and an interaction [F(1, 
29) = 6.33, p < .05]. Post-hoc, Ps845 expression decreased in fear (+) juveniles compared to fear 
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(+) adults (*p < .05). Synaptic GluA2 expression (Fig. 2G) showed no effect of age, fear or an 
interaction (p > .05). Synaptic GluA3 expression (Fig. 2H) showed an effect of fear [F(1, 29) = 
6.39, p < .05)] and no post-hoc differences.  
 
Figure 3. Dorsal hippocampus AMPAr synaptic expression following 1d or 7d memory 
retrieval. 1d fear memory retrieval (A-D) and 7d fear memory retrieval (E-H). A) GluA1 
expression showed an effect of fear. B) pS845 expression showed an effect of age and an 
interaction. Post hoc, fear (+) juveniles increased pS845 expression compared to fear (−) 
juveniles (**p < .01), and fear (+) adult (**p < .01). C) GluA2 expression showed an effect of 
fear. Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles increased GluA2 expression compared to fear (−) juveniles (*p 
< .05). D) GluA3 expression showed an effect on age, stress and an interaction. Post-hoc, fear 
(+) juveniles increased GluA3 expression compared to fear (−) juveniles (*p < .05) and fear (+) 
adults (*p < .05). E) GluA1 expression showed an effect of age and an interaction. Post-hoc, fear 
(+) juveniles decreased GluA1 expression compared to fear (−) juveniles (*p < .05) and fear (+) 
adults (*p < .05). F) pS845 expression showed an effect of age and an interaction. Post-hoc, fear 
(+) juveniles decreased pS845 expression compared to fear (+) adults (*p < .05). G) GluA2 
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expression showed no significant effect of age, fear or an interaction. H) GluA3 expression 
showed an effect of fear. Western blot images correspond to conditions of the above 
bar	graph.	
 
2.4.3 Amygdala synaptic AMPAr subunit expression  
	
AMPAr subunit expression following 1d fear memory retrieval shows no effect of fear, age or 
interaction for GluA1, Ps845, GluA2 or GluA3 expression (p > .05) (Fig. 3A–D). 7d fear 
memory retrieval shows not effect of fear, age or interaction for GluA1 expression (Fig. 3E). 
Synaptic Ps845 expression (Fig. 3F) showed effect of age (F(1, 28) = 8.64, p < .01) and an 
interaction (F(1, 28) = 8.6, p < .05). Post- hoc, fear (+) juveniles decreased Ps845 expression 
compared to fear (+) adults (**p < .01). Synaptic GluA2 expression (Fig. 3G) showed an effect 
of age, fear, and an interaction, respectively [(F(1, 28) = 16.6, p < .001), (F(1, 28) = 22, p < 
.001), (F(1, 28) = 16.6, p < .001)]. Post- hoc, GluA2 expression increased in fear (+) adults 
compared to fear (−) adults (**p < .01) and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). GluA3 expression 
(Fig. 3H) showed no effect of age, fear or an interaction.  
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Figure 4. Amygdala AMPAr synaptic expression following 1d or 7d memory retrieval. A-
D)1d fear memory retrieval shows no effect of age, fear or an interaction. E-H) 7d fear memory 
retrieval. E) GluA1expression showed no effect of age, fear or an interaction. F) pS845 
expression showed an effect of age and an interaction. Post-hoc, fear (+) juveniles decreased 
pS845 expression compared to fear (+) adults (**p < .01). G) GluA2 expression showed an 
effect of age, fear, and an interaction. Posthoc, fear (+) adults increases GluA2 expression 
compared to fear (−) adults (**p < .01) and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). H) GluA3 expression 
showed no significant differences. Western blot images correspond to conditions of the above 
bar graph. 
 
2.4.4 Hippocampal cytosolic PKMz and PI3K expression  
	
Fig. 5 A shows cytosolic PKMζ expression following 1d fear memory retrieval shows an effect 
of age, fear, and an interaction, respectively [(F(1,28) = 11.6, p < .01), (F(1,28) = 12.3, p < .01), 
(F(1,29) = 11.6, p < .01)]. Post-hoc, PKMζ expression increased in fear (+) juveniles compared 
to fear (−) juveniles (**p < .01) and fear (+) adults (**p < .01). Cytosolic PI3K (Fig. 4b) 
expression following 1d fear memory retrieval shows an interaction, (F(1,25) = 10.5, p < .01). 
Post- hoc, PI3K expression increased in fear (+) juveniles compared to fear (−) juveniles (*p < 
.05). Conversely, fear (−) juveniles decreased PI3K expression compared to fear (−) adults (*p < 
.05). Increases in PKMζ and PI3K activity in juveniles following 1d retrieval suggests that the 
DH is specifically engaged via PKMζ and PI3K upregulation and activity dependent 
mechanisms. Following 7d fear memory retrieval PKMζ and PI3k did not significantly alter their 
expression (Fig. 4C–D).  
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Figure 5. Dorsal hippocampus PKMζ and PI3k cytosolic expression following 1 or 7d 
memory retrieval. 1d fear memory retrieval (A-B) and 7d fear memory retrieval (C-D). A) 
PKMζ expression showed an effect of age, fear, and an interaction. Post-hoc, PKMζ expression 
increased in fear (+) juveniles compared to fear (−) juveniles (**p =<.01) and fear (+) adults 
(**p=<.01). B) PI3K expression showed an interaction. Post-hoc, PI3K expression increased in 
fear (+) juveniles compared fear (−) juveniles (*p = < .05). Fear (−) juveniles decreased PI3K 
expression compared to fear (−) adults (*p < .05). C-D) No significant differences. Western blot 
images correspond to conditions of the above bar graph.  
	
2.4.5 Amygdala cytosolic PKMz and PI3K expression  
	
1d fear memory retrieval does not show an effect of age, fear or an interaction for either 
cytosolic PKMζ or PI3k (p > .05, Fig. 5A–B. 7d fear memory retrieval shows an effect of age 
[F(1,29) = 4.78, p < .05] and an interaction [F(1,29) = 4.78, p < .05] for PKMζ, (Fig. 5C). Post- 
hoc, cytosolic PKMζ expression increased in fear (+) juveniles compared to fear (+) adults (*p < 
.05). PI3k expression following 7d fear memory retrieval is not significantly altered (Fig. 5D).  
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Figure 6. Amygdala PKMζ and PI3k cytosolic expression following 1 or 7d memory 
retrieval. 1d fear memory retrieval for PKMζ and PI3k (A-B) shows no effect of age, fear or an 
interaction. C-D) 7d fear memory retrieval for PKMζ and PI3k. C) PKMζ expression showed an 
effect of age and an interaction. Post hoc, PKMζ expression increased in fear (+) juveniles 
compared to fear (+) adults (*p < .05). D) No significant differences. Western blot images 
correspond to conditions of the above bar graph. 
	
2.4.6 Hippocampal PSD-95 and S295 phosphorylation expression  
	
Synaptic PSD-95 and Ps295 expression following 1d fear memory retrieval show no effect of 
fear, age, or interaction (p > .05; Fig. 6AB). Following 7d fear memory retrieval synaptic PSD-
95 expression showed an effect of fear (F(1, 28) = 8.06, p < .01; Fig. 6C). Post-hoc, PSD-95 
expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) adults (**p < .01) and fear (+) 
juveniles (**p < .01). Synaptic Ps295 expression showed an effect of age, fear and an 
interaction, respectively [(F(1, 29) = 14.3, p < .01), (F(1, 29) = 4.6, p < .05), (F(1, 29) = 14.32, p 
< .01); Fig. 6D]. Post-hoc, pS295 expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) 
adults (**p < .01) and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01).   
 
Figure 7. Dorsal hippocampus PSD-95 and pS295 synaptic expression following 1 or 7d 
memory retrieval. 1d fear memory retrieval for PSD-95 and pS295 expression (A-B) showed no 
effect of age, fear or an interaction. C-D) 7d memory retrieval test. C) PSD-95 expression 
showed an effect of fear. Post-hoc, PSD-95 expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to 
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fear (−) adults (**p < .01), and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). D) pS295 expression showed an 
effect of age, fear and an interaction. Post-hoc, pS295 expression increased in fear (+) adults 
compared to fear (−) adults (**p < .01), and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). Western blot images 
correspond to conditions of the above bar graph. 
	
2.4.7 Amygdala PSD-95 and S295 phosphorylation expression  
	
1d fear memory retrieval shows an effect of age (F(1, 24) = 8.22, p < .01) and an interaction 
(F(1, 24) = 8.22, p < .01) for synaptic PSD- 95 expression (Fig. 7A). Post-hoc, PSD-95 
expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) adults (*p < .05) and fear (+) ju- 
veniles (**p < .01). Synaptic Ps295 expression (Fig. 7B) showed an effect of age (F(1, 23) = 
5.66, p < .05), and an interaction (F(1, 23) = 8.45, p < .01). Post-hoc, Ps295 expression increased 
in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) adults (*p < .05) and fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). 
Following 7d fear memory retrieval, synaptic PSD-95 and Ps295 showed no effect of fear, age, 
or interaction (Fig. 7C–D).  See Table 1.    
 
Figure 8. Amygdala PSD-95 and pS295 synaptic expression following 1 or 7d memory 
retrieval. 1d fear memory retrieval for PSD-95 and pS295 expression (A-B) and 7d memory 
retrieval (C-D). A) PSD-95 expression showed an effect of age and an interaction. Post-hoc, 
PSD-95 expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) adults (*p < .05) and fear 
(+) juveniles (**p < .01). B) pS295 expression showed an effect of age and an interaction. Post-
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hoc, pS295 expression increased in fear (+) adults compared to fear (−) adults (*p < .05), and 
fear (+) juveniles (**p < .01). C-D) PSD-95 and pS295 expression showed no effect of fear, age, 
or an interaction. Western blot images correspond to conditions of the above bar graph.  
	
2.5 Discussion  
	
We investigated contextual fear memory retrieval at recent (1d) and remote (7d) intervals in 
juveniles and adults to determine the role for AMPA receptor and PSD-95 expression in the 
amygdala and DH. We showed that both juveniles and adults were able to maintain a con- 
textual fear memory for 1d, while only the adults demonstrated a re- mote 7d fear memory. Our 
molecular analyses revealed a dissociation between DH and amygdala following fear memory 
retrieval at 1d. Adults showed increased PSD-95 and Ps295 expression in amygdala but no 
changes in DH, whereas juveniles showed no change in amygdala but an increase expression for 
AMPAr subunits, PKMζ and PI3K in the DH. At 7d, adults showed an increase in PSD-95 and 
Ps295 expression in the DH and an increase in GluA2 expression in the amygdala, but the 
forgetful juveniles showed a decrease GluA1 expression in the hippocampus and no changes in 
the amygdala. These results highlight the role of AMPAr subunit distributions across the 
hippocampus-amygdala pathway in the context of fear/stress.  
 
2.5.1 Developmental differences in threat memory retrieval: amygdala vs. hippocampus 
	
Our behavioral results showed a dissociation between juvenile and adult rats’ memory 
capabilities and engagement of the amygdala and DH.  Our use of the elevated fear-inducing 
platform paradigm identified that juveniles selectively engage the DH, leading to a 1d contextual 
fear memory, while the adults show selective activation of the amygdala leading to a 7d memory. 
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In light of previous studies showing no expression of fear learning 1d post training in adolescent 
mice and its expression two weeks later [68, 103], we conclude that the behavioral paradigm and 
species used to characterize the developmental shifts in fear-learning and synaptic plasticity 
should be an important consideration in this line of research. Our study uses a novel context-
dependent platform design that produces significant immediate fear expression across young and 
aged rats. Our paradigm provides a method to investigate the neural effects of fear learning 
during this age period.  
 
Our results are consistent with those reported using the contextual fear conditioning paradigm 
that dissociates behavioral roles between the DH and anterior cingulate cortex [29]. Here, they 
found that the DH was selectively involved in the consolidation for the context learning but not 
the consolidation of the foot shock learning. Conversely, anterior cingulate cortex, but not the 
DH, was involved in the consolidation of the foot shock learning. The BLA, however, was found 
to enhance either context or footshock training [29]. There has been an emphasis on the 
importance of the amygdala in the storage of contextual fear memory. Adult animals who are 
pre-exposed to the context before conditioning have greater retention levels than those who are 
immediately conditioned, a result that is abolished if the amygdala is inactivated before or after 
pre-exposure to the context [86, 104]. This indicates that the amygdala plays an important role in 
modulating the storage of contextual fear memory that can occur through connections with the 
hippocampus, which may allow for long term memory consolidation. Recent work has shown 
that despite exhibiting equivalent projections between the BLA and the hippocampus, juveniles 
show decreased activation of the BLA projections to the VH-DH pathway during fear 
conditioning and extinction, but adults do not [105, 106]. It is possible that in the juveniles, the 
amygdala is not functioning as efficiently to modulate the storage of fear memory, only allowing 
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for the expression of a fear-memory at 1 d with increased DH activity, followed by poor memory 
expression observed at 7d. We hypothesize that the increased activity observed in the adult 
amygdala (and presumably, the BLA) reflects the neural mechanism underlying consolidation 
and retrieval for the emotionality and the context aspects of the contextual fear memory. The 
juvenile rats appear to selectively encode contextual aspects over the emotional aspects of the 
fear memory. These results are consistent with the development of fear associations in the infant 
rat where PN8 rats fail to produce an avoidance response following odor/shock conditioning, 
unlike older rats >PN10 [107]. This infantile learning system has the unique feature of being 
switched off if the odor-shock pairings are presented in the presence of the mother or when stress 
hormones are reduced [108-111]. We hypothesize that the juvenile rat amygdala continues to 
develop its support of the fear response memory system, identified here in the limited 
engagement of the amygdala compared to adults.     
 
2.5.2 Recent contextual threat memory retrieval: PSD-95 expression in amygdala  
	
As predicted both juvenile and adults maintained a 24h fear memory. However, only the adults 
engaged the amygdala; showing increases in PSD-95 and in the specific pS295 phosphorylation 
site. These data are consistent with several reports showing increased PSD-95 expression in the 
amygdala, which is sensitive to extinction training resulting in the inhibition of fear [112, 113].  
Additionally, pharmacological treatments known to upregulate PSD-95 including estrogen and 
insulin substrate-2 deletion improve spatial and fear memory [114-116]. A recent report has 
identified a unique role for PSD-95 in the maintenance of remote but not recent fear memories 
[117]. Similarly, mutant mice with a ligand-binding-deficient knockin mutation of PSD-95 show deficient 
contextual fear memory expression one week, but not one day, after conditioning [118]. No behavioral 
studies have examined the role of phosphorylation pS295 on memory.  However, reports show that pS295 
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phosphorylation by JNK1 promotes the synaptic accumulation of PSD-95 [119] and NMDA treatment 
induces rapid dephosphorylation of pS295 mediated by PP1/PP2A phosphatase(s) [120, 121].  
Additionally, the phosphomimetic mutant PSD-95-S295D blocks AMPA receptor internalization and 
subsequent LTD [119].  Conversely, activation of PP2A can dephosphorylate pS295 promoting the 
phosphorylation of another PSD phosphorylation site (pT19, via GSK-3β) that enhances LTD [122]. This 
literature suggests that increased expression of pS295 in the adult amygdala reflects the stabilization of 
plasticity related proteins associated with LTP and in maintaining aspects of contextual fear memory.   
 
 
2.5.3 Recent contextual threat memory retrieval: AMPAr/PKMz/PI3K expression in the dorsal 
hippocampus  
	
We focused on the various AMPA receptor subunits expressed within the synaptic membrane.  
The AMPA receptor is made up of four distinct subunits (GluA1-4) which can affect synaptic 
plasticity and cognition [123]. The calcium permeable (CP) AMPA subunits include GluA1,3,4 
and can be expressed as either homomers or heteromers [40, 124]. GluA2, the calcium non-
permeable subunit, is [1] the rate-limiting factor for calcium influx after activation [125], [2] 
highly expressed in the hippocampus in the form of two heterodimers, GluA1/GluA2 and 
GluA2/GluA3 [126], and [3] important for learning [39] and [4] long-term memory [42, 43, 
127].  
 
It is generally accepted that GluA1/2 subunits are trafficked by activity-driven mechanism, while 
GluA2/3 subunits are continuously cycled to maintain basal activity [40, 124]. Our results show, 
juvenile rats increase GluA2/3 and phosphorylation of GluA1-pS845 in the DH, an effect not 
shown in the adults.  It is well known that AMPA receptor mediated-signaling and plasticity is 
critical to various forms of fear learning and memory and that PSD-95 plays a functional role in 
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stabilizing synaptic AMPARs to promote synaptic function and spine growth [80, 115]. 
Decreasing PSD-95 leads to a loss of synaptic AMPAR content, synaptic weakening, deficient 
LTD, and spine elimination [128-131]. Based on this literature, its intriguing to find that the 
juveniles are altering their AMPA receptor subunit expression without detectable changes in 
their PSD-95. Perhaps this is the molecular signature that highlights the short-term nature of the 
juvenile fear response that engages the DH, but not the amygdala. The results suggest that the 
juveniles are showing aspects of synaptic strengthening consistent with what is observed 
following LTP in the DH. For example, AMPAR subunits display distinct exocytosis properties 
where GluA2/3 heterodimers cycle continuously in and out of the membrane maintaining the 
surface pool of synaptic receptors [40, 124]. Conversely, GluA1/2 and GluA2/4 heterodimers are 
inserted into synapses in an activity-dependent manner [40]. Together these studies suggest that 
the juvenile rats are both increasing AMPA subunits due to synaptic activity and are 
continuously maintaining these subunit expression levels. Alternatively, the increase in GluA2 
without an increase in GluA1 suggests that a switch between these two subunits maybe 
occurring.  This is consistent with results showing that LTP induction triggers a rapid but 
transient synaptic insertion of calcium permeable, (CP) AMPARs (GluA1,3,4) that are replaced 
by GluA2-containing AMPARs within 30 min, and blocking CP-AMPARs reduces the 
magnitude of potentiation and overall levels of CP-AMPARs [132]. While our juvenile rats do 
not show an overall increase in GluA1, they do show increased expression of S845-GluA1 
phosphorylation.  Studies show activity-dependent synaptic trafficking of GluA1 is pS845 
dependent [133] which is essential for targeting GluA1 to the plasma membrane [134, 135]. 
Additionally, phosphorylation of GluA1 at pS845 has been reported to play a role in stabilizing 
GluA1 homomers and retaining CP-AMPARs at peri-synaptic sites [136]. Conversely, 
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dephosphorylation of pS845 is correlated with LTD [137] and down-regulation of cell surface 
GluA1 [138] and impaired spatial memory [139]. Together these studies illustrate that enhancing 
pS845 phosphorylation promotes AMPA receptor plasticity and synaptic stabilization associated 
with fear memory retrieval.  
 
Finally, we also focus on upstream plasticity related proteins that are known to participate in the 
trafficking of AMPA subunits, including protein kinase M zeta (PKMz).  PKMζ is a specific 
autonomously active form of the atypical isozyme PKCζ [140]. Recently PKCz has been found 
to replace PKMz function in the PKMz-null mutant [141], revealing that wild-type animals and 
PKMz-KO mice undergo LTP maintenance through different mechanisms. This finding has 
strengthened the hypothesis that PKMz is vital to the mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity 
in non-mutant animals. PKMz has been shown to function in concert with GluA2 during 
synaptic plasticity [142, 143]. As the trafficking of the GluA2 receptor subunit increases in the 
synapse during plasticity, clusters of PKMζ/GluA2/PSD-95 proteins develop [144], preventing 
AMPA receptors from undergoing endocytosis. Stabilization of AMPA receptors within the 
synaptic membrane is important for increasing mushroom spine heads [81], which in turn 
facilitates synaptic plasticity. Given that AMPA stabilization occurs within the post-synaptic 
membrane, we evaluated the role of PSD-95 and its specific phosphorylation site, S295, which is 
bidirectionally modulated by synaptic activity in neurons, promotes the synaptic accumulation of 
PSD-95 and enhances synaptic potentiation [119].  
 
Our results show that juvenile rats, but not adults, also increased cytosolic PKMz and PI3k in the 
DH. The increased expression in PKMz is consistent with the elevated expression observed in 
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GluA2 in the juveniles.  GluA2 is known to be selectively trafficked to the synapse through the 
interaction with NSF and PKMz [141, 142, 145]. Moreover, pharmacologically disrupting the 
GluA2–NSF interaction inhibits PKMz-induced synaptic potentiation [143] and the formation of 
fear memory [39]. These results show that PKMz expression is critical for the maintenance of 
synaptic plasticity and fear memory similar to its role in the adult during spatial memory 
maintenance [43, 48, 145]. Consistent with the increase in cytosolic PKMz is the increased 
expression of PI3K. PI3K produces the lipid second messenger, phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-
trisphosphate (Ptdins-3,4,5-P3) that binds PDK1 to PKMz. Positioned together, PDK1 can 
phosphorylate PKMz converting it from inactive to an active conformation [146]. Thus, these 
results suggest that the juvenile rats are possibly maintaining contextual aspects of the fear 
memory involving PKMz/GluA2 trafficking. Further pharmacological studies are needed to 
delineate this proposed mechanism. 
 
An earlier study from our laboratory suggests that activation of the amygdala is involved in 
maintaining juvenile fear memory [32]. Similar to our present study, we showed that juveniles 
were only able to show contextual fear memory 1d after exposure to odor of a predator, but 
failed to maintain long-term memory when tested for fear response at 4d post-conditioning. 
When reconsolidation sessions were given 3d and 6d after initial training, however, fear memory 
was preserved 7d after conditioning. Elevated PKMz expression was seen only in the amygdala, 
not DH, in juveniles that received reconsolidation sessions in comparison to juveniles that were 
not re-exposed. These data suggest that repeated reminders and increased PKMz maintain fear 
responses in juvenile animals that otherwise would not exhibit this behavior. 
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In the current study, 1d post-exposure to the platform fear paradigm, no change in PI3K 
expression was observed in either the adult or juvenile amygdala. This is somewhat consistent 
with a report showing differential effects of PI3K inhibition on contextual fear conditioning in 
juveniles and adults. PI3K is known to have differential effects in terms of acquisition and 
retrieval. Inhibition of PI3K after contextual fear conditioning with shock enhances contextual 
fear memory in adults but not in juveniles, while inhibition prior to memory retrieval caused 
juveniles to show enhanced freezing levels, with adults showing a reduction in freezing [147]. 
This suggests that juveniles may be using different mechanisms than adults, who need PI3K in 
order to express fear memory. Despite seeing no changes in expression of PI3K in the adults at 1 
d, it is possible that adults have sufficient PI3K to facilitate the retrieval of the fear memory. 
Further studies need to be done to elucidate this mechanism.   
 
2.5.4 Remote contextual threat memory retrieval: Juvenile vs adult  
	
Remote fear memory was maintained in the adults but not the juveniles. As predicted there were 
no changes in the juvenile amygdala while the adults show only a significant increase in GluA2. 
This non-CP AMPA subunit has a powerful influence on the ionic properties at the synapse. 
AMPAR diffusion along the plasma membrane is receptor subtype specific which is dependent 
upon their synaptic location, as well as neuronal activity. In particular, GluA2 subunits diffuse 
more slowly in general as neurons mature, and exhibit trapping at synapses. The level of 
neuronal activity also affects the speed of diffusion, with increased activity slowing the 
movement of the subunits [148, 149]. That slowing of receptor diffusion within synapses may be 
mediated in part by the interaction with the synaptic scaffold proteins [150]. These studies 
suggest that long-term increased expression of GluA2 reflects enhanced synaptic activity 
essential for stabilizing AMPA receptors associated with remote fear memory maintenance in the 
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amygdala and perhaps allow rats with higher levels of GluA2 to more readily maintain other fear 
memories. Following remote fear memory retrieval, the adults show an increase in PSD-95 and 
pS295 expression in the DH, but not the juveniles. The adult pattern reflects what was observed 
at 1d in the amygdala. These results suggest that there may be a shift in the storage of the 
contextual fear memory and/or a shift in the reduction of the emotionality of the fear memory.  
The recent retrieval of the fear memory engaged the amygdala, while retrieval of the remote 
more directly engaged the contextual aspects of the fear memory and not the emotional aspects.  
 
2.5.5 Long lasting consequences of threat memory consolidation in juvenile rats  
	
Following remote fear memory testing in the juveniles, we did not expect changes in either the 
amygdala or DH since they failed to maintain a remote fear memory. The juvenile DH, however, 
shows a decrease in GluA1 expression. We interpret this result as a long-lasting consequence of 
fear-memory consolidation. Decreases in GluA1 would lower activity-dependent synaptic 
trafficking of GluA1 [133] which is shown to enter spines upon stimulation and precede 
structural enlargement of the spine head [151]. These effects have also been demonstrated in fear 
conditioning in the lateral amygdala [152]. Additionally, the rapid changes associated with 
synaptic plasticity are known to be driven by the insertion of GluA1 occurring within minutes of 
stimulation in neuronal cultures, followed by GluA2 and then GluA3 [153]. Together these 
studies suggest that long-lasting decreases in GluA1 expression may undermine many of the 




2.5.6 Caveats  
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Two areas need to be addressed to confirm and extend our results. For reasons described in 
Methods, juvenile subjects were group housed, but adults were caged alone. Further, juveniles 
were stressed with the same platform as adults. Due to their smaller body, the stress may not 
have been severe. We do remind the reader, however, that the difference in memory between 
adults and juveniles matches many studies using shock or predator odor as the stressor[32, 50, 
97]. 
 
2.6 Conclusion  
	
Many psychopathologies including anxiety disorders, substance abuse, and PTSD have strong 
learning and memory components. Considerable basic and clinical research and even some 
clinical treatments are aimed at disrupting memory. This strategy is based on findings that, under 
certain circumstances, memories are labile when recalled. That is, the original memory can be 
altered by the presentation of new material or by pharmacological agents. To date, however, the 
results of clinical treatments have been inconsistent. Understanding the basic mechanisms of 
memory can only aid our search for efficacious treatments. Our research uses the ‘natural’ 
experiment provided by ontogenetic changes to uncover how memory is regulated 
biochemically. Young animals forget more quickly than adults. Investigation of the differential 
neural responses in juveniles and adults in a contextual fear task is one step in elucidating the 
basic processes of memory. Our results identify differential expression involving PSD-95-pS295 
and AMPA subunit expression across DH and amygdala following retrieval of a 1-day 
contextual fear memory in juvenile and adult rats. While both ages retain the fear memory for 1d, 
juveniles fail to engage amygdala driven PSD-95 expression unlike the adults. Conversely, the 
adults fail to show increased AMPA subunit and PKMz expression, unlike the juveniles. These 
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data highlight potential molecular signature for reduced contextual fear memory in juveniles 
involving the enhanced hippocampal and reduced amygdala activation. To focus on the 
developmental shift in expression of synaptic plasticity markers correlated to our behavioral 
paradigm, the scope of our current study is limited to only male subjects. Clinical reports show 
women are twice as more likely than men to develop anxiety and fear based disorders like Post 
traumatic disorder [154]. Furthermore, studies on rodents show female rats in proestrus display 
an increase in spine morphology compared to males in the medial prefrontal cortex, in response 
to chronic stress [155]. Future studies will explore the sex differences within our behavioral 
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3.1 Abstract  
	
Although infants learn and remember, they rapidly forget, a phenomenon known as infantile 
amnesia. While myriad mechanisms impact this rapid forgetting, the molecular events supporting 
memory maintenance have yet to be explored. To explore memory mechanisms across 
development, we used amygdala-dependent odor-shock conditioning and focused on 
mechanisms important in adult memory, the AMPA receptor subunits GluA1/2 and upstream 
protein kinases important for trafficking AMPAR, protein kinase M zeta (PKMζ) and 
iota/lambda (PKCι/λ). We use odor-shock conditioning in infant rats because it is late-
developing (postnatal day, PN10) and can be modulated by corticosterone during a sensitive 
period in early life. Our results show that memory-related molecules did not change in pups 
too young to learn threat (PN8) but were activated in pups old enough to learn (PN12), with 
increased PKMζ-PKCι/λ and GluA2 similar to that observed in adult memory, but with an 
uncharacteristic decrease in GluA1. This molecular signature and behavioral avoidance of the 
conditioned odor was recapitulated in PN8 pups injected with CORT before conditioning to 
precociously induce learning. Blocking learning via CORT inhibition in older pups (PN12) 
blocked the expression of these molecules. PN16 pups showed a more adult-like molecular 
cascade of increased PKMζ-PKCι/λ and GluA1–2. Finally, at all ages, zeta inhibitory peptide 
(ZIP) infusions into the amygdala 24 hr after conditioning blocked memory. Together, these 
results identify unique features of memory processes across early development: AMPAR 
subunits GluA1/2 and PKC isoform expression are differentially used, which may contribute to 
mechanisms of early life forgetting. 
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3.2 Introduction  
	
Infants and young children can learn and remember, although this information is typically only 
transiently retained [57, 59, 63, 64, 67, 156, 157]. Evidence suggests this is not due to poor 
encoding of information, since younger children given equivalent learning or overlearning still 
forget [60, 61].  This rapid forgetting, sometimes referred to as infantile amnesia, has been 
shown to be a robust phenomenon that is present in myriad learning systems and myriad species 
[34, 35, 157-160].  Much of the neurobehavioral research has focused on mechanisms using 
rodents, including the now classic demonstrations of infantile amnesia, These studies used 
conditioned fear in infant to adult rats to showed that retention lasted days in the youngest 
animals, which slowly increases as pups mature [161-163].  Here, we approach assessment of 
early life memory and forgetting by exploring the development of the molecular mechanisms 
maintaining memory using rat pups from postnatal days (PN) 8-16.  We expand upon the original 
research presented in the seminal work by the Campbell and Spear laboratories in the 1970s and 
by using the developing aversion learning system in infant rats [161-163]. Specifically, we use 
classically conditioned amygdala-dependent odor-shock aversion, which functionally emerges at 
PN10 [107] and has the advantage of being precociously engaged in younger pups by increasing 
corticosterone (CORT) levels or switched off in older pups by decreasing CORT [109] during a 
sensitive period in development (younger than PN16, see Fig. 2 for summary). During this 
period, pup CORT levels are typically controlled by the mother: a calm mother decreases pups’ 
CORT level, a process termed social buffering [108, 109, 164, 165], while a fearful mother 
increases the pups’ CORT[166]. Thus, as we assess the molecular events supporting maintenance 
of memory during testing 24hr after conditioning, we can control and disassociate the 
confounding shifts in the molecular cascade due to maturation: memory molecules were assessed 
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in the same age animals that were odor-shock conditioned the previous day but learning switched 
on/off, by manipulating CORT.   
The neurobiology of memory focuses on events that occur as long-term memory processes 
emerge and memories stabilize. Using adults, this memory stabilization process is thought to 
involve the rearrangement of synapses, partly mediated by α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-
isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors (AMPAr).  Indeed, trafficking-mediated rapid 
intracellular translocation, receptor degradation or its prevention, and synapse stabilization all 
appear important [167-170]. These processes appear partly mediated by GluA1 and GluA2- 
containing AMPAr.  In summary, AMPAr trafficking is well-documented to be a primary 
cellular mechanism employed in synaptic plasticity supporting memory[171] with irregular 
AMPAr regulation associated with memory impairments [172].  
 In a process not yet completely understood, these AMPAr changes are initiated, at least in 
part, by kinase involvement in memory maintenance [32, 48, 79, 173-175]. Although 
Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) has also been identified as important in 
memory maintenance in adults [176-178], we focused on PKMζ-PKCι/λ because infant levels 
are high and remain relatively unchanged during development, while CaMKII levels are low 
[179, 180].  Specifically, PKMζ appears to facilitate memory maintenance by receptor trafficking 
to the synapse and increasing the number of AMPAr [142, 181-185]. PKMζ has been implicated 
in the maintenance of amygdala-dependent memories of threat, with its post-learning inhibition 
eliminating memory [42, 48, 186-188]. Recent research suggests that under conditions of low 
PKMζ, PKCι/λ can serve as a compensatory mechanism [141, 185, 189], and CaMKII research 
[176, 190] suggests there may be multiple pathways for memory within the brain.  In the present 
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work, we focus on PKMζ-PKCι/λ to begin our assessment of early life molecular mechanisms of 
memory.  
Here we show a novel mechanistic description of memory maintenance in developing infant 
rodent. Our results suggest that behavioral emergence of amygdala-dependent threat memory 
after PN10 coincides with an emerging causal role for AMPAr trafficking and for their 
recruitment by PKMζ-PKCι/λ into memory maintenance, suggesting recruitment of adult-like 
memory mechanisms. However, the pathway to the adult mechanisms shows at least two 
transitions, including the transition from PKCι/λ to the dual activation of PKMζ-PKCι/λ and a 
switch from decreased to increased GluA1 supporting memory maintenance.  The partial 
recruitment of adult molecular mechanisms in the infant may represent one reason for increased 
forgetting in early life.  
 
3.3 Methods   
3.3.1 Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis  
	
Objectives.  The objective of this controlled laboratory experiment was to question whether 
adult-like molecular cascades supporting memory maintenance could be found in pups as they 
begin to learn and remember threat. We hypothesized that pups’ behavioral transition to adult-
like learning about aversive stimuli at PN10 would be coincident with emergence of PKMζ-
PKCι/λ and GluA1–2 involvement in amygdala-dependent learning, as has been shown in adults. 
We further hypothesized that CORT manipulations that switch threat learning on/off will 
produce a closely aligned switch in the corresponding changes in the molecular cascade 
associated with memory.  Is latter hypothesis was based on previous data showing a unique role 
for CORT, which is typically naturally modulated by the mother and controls pup learning to 
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switch on/off, leading us to predict that molecular signaling pathways may be altered by these 
factors as well. 
 
Research units. Measurements were taken of animal behavior and protein levels in the amygdala. 
Randomization. Pups from each litter were counterbalanced via random assignment into 
conditioning groups (paired/unpaired/odor only) and learning modulation conditions (saline 
vehicle vs. pharmacological CORT inhibition/elevation), such that all data collection and 
processing was conducted randomly. To control for litter effects, a maximum of 1 male and 1 
female were used from each litter per experimental condition. 
 
Blinding. All memory retention testing and western blotting were conducted by experimenters 
blind to subjects’ conditioning group and acquisition interference condition via CORT. 
 
Sample size. Based on previous studies with fear conditioning in adult rats, we estimated effect 
sizes expected to be obtained with odor-shock conditioning in rat pups, and subsequently 
conducted a power analysis to deter- mine the minimum number of animals required per group to 
have sufficient statistical power to detect differences between our experimental groups. 
 
Rules for stopping data collection. Power analysis was performed before the study was 
conducted to determine sample sizes; these were endpoints used for inclusion. 
 
Data inclusion/exclusion criteria. Animals that failed to show acquisition of learning during 
conditioning were prospectively excluded from further behavior testing and biochemistry. 
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Outliers. Grubb’s test (α = 0.05) was used to determine statistical outliers. 
 
Endpoints. Statistical tests were designed using the assumption of normal distribution and 
variance for control vs. treatment groups; this assumption was tested during statistical analyses. 
 
Replicates. All behavior was done with lower n (~4–5/group) as pilot data and then replicated for 
formal study (including those with pharmacology manipulations). 
 
Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism v7.0. Group data 
were first tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. For all comparisons of protein levels 
and behavior without ZIP infusion (Experiments 1 & 2), we performed one-way or two-way 
ANOVA (age × condition) followed by Bonferroni-corrected post hoc pairwise comparisons. 
Experiments using ZIP were analyzed using three-way ANOVA (age × drug × condition) where 
appropriate and Student’s t-tests between ZIP-infused and scrambled ZIP-infused pups within 
each condition. All results are expressed as means ± SEM. P values < 0.05 were considered 
statistically significant; individual p values are indicated in main text of results. 
 
3.3.2 Subjects  
	
Male and female Long-Evans rats born and bred at Nathan Kline Institute (originally from 
Harlan Laboratories) were used as subjects. They were housed in polypropylene cages (34 × 29 
× 17 cm) with wood shavings, in a 20 ± 1 °C environment on a 12 h light/dark cycle. PN0, and 
litters were culled to 12 pups (6 males, 6 females) on PN1. Food and water were available ad 
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libitum. All procedures (cannulation, conditioning, testing) occurred at PN6–9, PN10–13 or 
PN14-PN17. Only one male and one female were used from each litter per experimental group, 
and no animals were used more than one time. Pups were separated from their mother only 
for the duration of the conditioning sessions (maximum 1hr). All procedures were approved by 
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Nathan Kline Institute and New York 
University, in accordance with guidelines from the National Institutes of Health.  
 
3.3.3 Pavlovian Odor-Shock Conditioning  
	
For subjects PN13 and younger, conditioning was done in a custom-made conditioning chamber, 
which maintained pups at thermoneutral and delivered shock via an electrode attached to the 
base of the tail. Rats received 8 pairings of peppermint odor (McCormick Pure Peppermint, 30 s, 
delivered via flow dilution olfactometer, 2 L/min flow rate, 1:10 CS odor: air) co-terminating 
with an electric tail shock delivered through an electrode (1 s, 0.5 Ma; Med Associates shock 
generator). Pups were placed individually in 600 Ml clear plastic beakers for conditioning and 
given a 10 min acclimation period prior to the start of conditioning. Trials were separated by an 
inter-trial interval (ITI) of 4 min and all stimuli were administered via Ethovision (Noldus) 
software, which also recorded pup whole body activity levels to construct acquisition 
curves. Pups at this young age require conditioning via wire electrodes, rather than wire grid-
chamber setup, because their small size would produce full body shocks using the chamber 
system. In addition, older pups cannot be conditioned using wire electrodes because they are 
more active and can interfere with the electrode placement. Despite these minor methodological 
differences, data from our laboratory has highlighted the robustness of threat learning circuitry 
across procedures [191-193]. 
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For subjects at PN16, rats were conditioned and tested in standard operant chambers (Coulbourn 
Instruments), housed within sound-attenuating chambers (Med Associates). Following a 10 min 
acclimation period, rats were conditioned with eight pairings of peppermint odor (McCormick 
Pure Peppermint, 30 s, delivered via flow dilution olfactometer, 2 L/min flow rate, 1:10 CS odor: 
air) co-terminating with a foot-shock (1 s, 0.6 Ma). Foot-shock was administered via stainless 
steel grid floors of the conditioning chamber, which delivered electric shock (Coulbourn 
Instruments). Trials were separated by 4 min ITI, and all stimuli were administered via 
FreezeFrame (Actimetrics) software, which also automatically recorded freezing behavior 
to construct acquisition curves, although videos were observed by experimenters blind to 
experimental condition to verify behavior. Freezing was defined as the cessation of all movement 
except for that related to respiration and non-awake/rest body posture. Infant rats do not respond 
to a threat with freezing until after approximately the end of the second week of postnatal life, and 
prior to the emergence of freezing young pups respond to threat with whole body activation. Given 
the well-established learning principle that older infants encode information faster than younger 
infants [157] and previous data on pup learning [194, 195], the stimulus strength and number of 
training pairs for each age were chosen based on the literature and pilot experiments that 
established equivalent levels of initial encoding. In unpaired control groups, the same procedure 
was carried out as described above, except the shock and odor were explicitly unpaired, with at 
least 60s duration separating odor and shock onsets.  
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Figure 9. Schematic of developmental framework and experimental design. This set of 
studies capitalizes on known developmental milestones in infant amygdala-dependent threat 
learning to assess the underlying neural mechanisms of infant memory development. Pup 
amygdala-dependent threat learning shows developmental transitions and a unique dependence 
on the stress hormone corticosterone (CORT). At PN10, amygdala dependent threat learning 
emerges in infant rats18. Before PN15, this learning can be blocked if CORT levels are 
inhibited90,92 and induced if CORT levels are increased. Specifically, in pups younger than 
PN16, amygdala CORT must be present to support avoidance learning: if CORT is low (e.g. via 
metyrapone (MET) injection), this avoidance learning will be blocked and amygdala-
independent preference for the odor is observed. On the other hand, elevated amygdala CORT 
will permit amygdala-dependent threat learning, which occurs naturally in pups older than PN10 
and can be induced in pups <PN10 via injection, a fearful mother or early life maltreatment23. 
Because CORT can turn learning on/off before PN15, we term this learning “Sensitive Period”. 
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After PN15, “Post-Sensitive Period”, the ability of CORT to switch amygdala-dependent 
learning on/off has terminated58. At this time, conditioning with natural shock-induced CORT 
increases or with CORT blocker (MET) does not switch off avoidance learning and all pups 
learn and remember to avoid the odor. Here, we employ Pavlovian conditioning in rats in the 
sensitive period and post-sensitive periods and test memory in a Y-maze 24 hours after 
conditioning. 
 
3.3.4 Memory Retention Testing  
	
Long-term memory assessment was conducted 24 hr after conditioning. Memory was assessed 
using 5 choice trials in a Y-maze with each arm containing either the CS odor (Kimwipe 
with 7.5 Μl peppermint) or familiar clean bedding. The Y-maze consisted of an age 
appropriately sized start box (PN9–13: 10 × 8.5 × 8 cm; PN17: 19 × 10 × 10 cm) and two arms 
(PN9–13: 24 × 8.5 × 8; PN17: 29 × 10 × 9.5 cm). Pups remained in the start box for 5 s before 
the door to each arm was opened and given 60 s to choose an arm. A response was considered a 
choice when the pup’s entire body entered the alleyway of the arm. The experimenter 
was blind to experimental condition.  
 
3.3.5 Amygdala Dissection and Tissue Preparation  
	
Rats were sacrificed by decapitation immediately after Y-maze testing. To assess 
protein expression, amygdalae were dissected using standard techniques, frozen on dry ice and 
stored at −80 °C until biochemistry preparation91. Amygdalae were micro-dissected and 
prepared into cytosolic and synaptic fractions. Tissue was homogenized in a TEE (Tris 50 Mm; 
EDTA 1 Mm; EGTA 1 Mm) buffer containing a SigmaFast, protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma 
Aldrich). Tissues are homogenized in 200 µl of the TEE-homogenization buffer using 20 pumps 
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with a motorized pestle. Homogenates are transferred to Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 
3,000 g (5 min at 4o C), to remove unhomogenized tissue. The resulting supernatant is 
centrifuged at 100,000 g for 30 min. After ultracentrifugation, the supernatant is collected and 
stored as the cytosolic fraction. The remaining pellet is resuspended in 100 µl of homogenizing 
TEE buffer containing 0.001% Triton X-100, incubated on ice for 1hr and then centrifuged at 
100,000 g for 1 hr at 4 °C. The resulting pellet is resuspended in 50 µl of TEE buffer and stored 
as the synaptic fraction. The Pierce bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) (Thermo Scientific, 
Rockford, IL) is used to determine protein concentration for each sample. Samples are 
reduced with 4x Laemmli sample buffer equivalent to 25% of the total volume of the sample and 
then boiled and stored frozen at −80 °C. 
 
3.3.6 Protein quantification and Western blot assessments  
	
Samples (20 µg) are loaded onto a Tris/Gly 4–20% midi gel to resolve PKMζ (55 kDa, 1:1000), 
PKC (70 kDa, 1:1000) and GluA1–2 (100 kDa, 1:1000) (Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA) 
[79]. Antibodies against α-tubulin (1:5000, Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA) were used to 
estimate the total amount of proteins. Every gel contained 4 lanes loaded with the same control 
sample designated as all brain sample (ABS). ABS was used to standardize protein signals 
between gels. Gels are transferred to nitrocellulose membranes in Iblot® Dry Blotting System 
(Life Technologies; Carlsbad, CA) for 9 minutes. Nitrocellulose membranes are incubated in 
blocking solution containing 5% sucrose in Tris Buffered Saline with Tween-20 (TBST; 0.1% 
Tween-20 in TBS) for 30 min at room temperature. Membranes are incubated overnight in 
primary antibodies and then probed with Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary 
antibody. Membranes are incubated with Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) substrate and 
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exposed on CL-Xposure Film (Thermo Scientific; Rockford, IL). Films are scanned for 
quantification with NIH Image J. The amount of each protein was normalized for the amount of 
the corresponding α-tubulin detected in the sample. Group values were expressed as a percentage 
of a selected group average pixel density.  
 
3.4 Results  
3.4.1 Experiment 1. 
	
Developmental emergence of intracellular AMPAR tracking within the amygdala is associated 
with the developmental emergence of memory. Behavioral emergence of memory: Consolidated 
memory of amygdala-dependent aversive odor-shock conditioning first emerges in rat pups at 
PN1018, as evidenced by the PN12 pup’s avoidance behavior to the conditioned odor stimulus 
(CS) 24hr after training (Fig. 2a, b). Pups’ CS choices in the Y-maze changed as a function of 
age and condition [two-way ANOVA, interaction between age and condition, F (4,55) = 18.15, p 
< 0.001, main effect of age (F (2,55) = 29.13, p < 0.001), main effect of condition (F(2,55) = 
7.931, p = 0.0009)]. Post hoc tests indicated that pups avoided the CS odor significantly more 
than the familiar odor (clean wood shavings used for bedding) at postnatal day (PN) 12 and 
PN16 relative to PN8 pups (PN8 vs. PN12, p < 0.0001; PN8 vs. PN16, p < 0.0001; PN12 vs. 
PN16, p = 0.2089). Furthermore, PN8 pups that underwent paired odor-shock conditioning 
displayed a long-term preference for the CS odor (t (7) = 7.937, p < 0.0001), while PN12 and 
PN16 displayed an aversion to the CS odor after paired conditioning (PN12, t(6) = 5.203, p = 
0.002; PN16, t(11) = 6.435, p < 0.0001), as indicated by choices toward the odor at levels 
significantly greater or lesser than chance, respectively.  This behavioral data replicates previous 
research [107, 194, 196]. 
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GluA2 is increased in PN12 and PN16 pups that remember threat: At both PN12 and PN16, 
GluA2 is increased 24hr after learning in paired odor-shock groups compared to groups only 
receiving odor presentations [Fig. 2c; two-way ANOVA (age × condition [paired, unpaired, odor 
only]), main effect of condition: F (2,43) = 9.882, p = 0.0066]. Post hoc tests revealed significant 
differences in GluA2 with memory at PN12 (paired vs. unpaired, p = 0.0099, paired vs. odor 
only, p = 0.0013) and PN16 (paired vs. odor only, p = 0.0054). No significant differences were 
observed with paired odor-shock conditioning at PN8 (paired vs. unpaired, p = 0.3744, paired vs. 
odor only, p = 0.1431), though we observed an increase in the unpaired condition vs. odor only 
(p = 0.0134).  ere were no differences between paired conditions at PN12 vs. PN16 (p = 0.8570). 
GluA1 is decreased in PN12 pups that remember threat, decreased in PN16 pups that remember 
threat and unchanged in PN8 pups that do not remember threat: We observed an age-dependent 
change in postsynaptic GluA1 in animals that remembered to avoid peppermint 24hr after 
conditioning [Fig. 2d; two-way ANOVA (age × condition [paired, unpaired, odor only]), 
significant interaction between age and condition: F (4,48) = 8.836, p < 0.0001 and main effect 
of age (F (2,48) = 5.748, p = 0.0058)]. Post hoc tests revealed a decrease in synaptic GluA1 
in pups that had received paired odor-shock presentations at PN12 compared to odor only (paired 
vs. unpaired, p = 0.0110; paired vs. odor only, p = 0.0229). In contrast, pups that were 
conditioned at PN16 showed an increase in GluA1 24hr later (paired vs. unpaired, p < 0.0001; 
paired vs. odor only, p = 0.0001). GluA1 expression did not differ 24hr after conditioning in PN8 
pups (paired vs. unpaired, p = 0.4892, paired vs. odor only, p = 0.3166). 
PKMζ is increased in PN12 and PN16 pups that remember threat and did not change in PN8 
pups that do not remember threat: Amygdala-dependent threat memory of the odor cue 24hr after 
conditioning at PN12 and PN16 was associated with increased postsynaptic PKMζ (Fig. 2e; two-
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way ANOVA [age × condition (paired, unpaired, odor only)], main effects of age: F(2,42) = 
4.886, p = 0.0124; main e ect of condition: F(2,42) = 9.665, p = 0.0004). Post hoc tests revealed 
significant differences in PKMζ associated with threat memory at PN12 (paired vs. unpaired, p = 
0.0057, paired vs. odor only, p = 0.0108) and PN16 (paired vs. unpaired, p = 0.0415, paired vs. 
odor only, p < 0.0001, unpaired vs. odor only, p = 0.0273). No significant differences were 
observed between memory conditions at PN8 (paired vs. unpaired, p = 0.9865, paired vs. odor 
only, p = 0.4807) although a trend was observed between paired conditions at PN12 and PN16 (p 
= 0.0594). PN8 also showed no significant changes in cytosolic PKMζ (data not shown). 
In sum, using amygdala-dependent odor-shock conditioning, we found that mechanisms 
important in adult memory did not change in pups too young to show this memory (PN8). In 
pups old enough to remember threat, adult-like mechanisms associated with postsynaptic PKMζ 
and GluA2 increased, although GluA1 showed age- related changes in learning, with a decrease 
at PN12 and an increase at PN16. In the next experiment, we dissociated maturation and learning 
by switching on precocious learning at PN8 via CORT increase, switching off  learning at PN12 
via a CORT decrease, and manipulating CORT without switching on/off  learning at PN16. 
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Figure 10.  Developmental emergence of amygdala-dependent threat memory and 
amygdala corresponding avoidance behavior were associated with increases in PKMζ and 
GluA2 expression in the amygdala at PN12 and PN16 (c–e). GluA1 decreased in PN12 pups 
while it increased in PN16 pups (d). P/U/O: paired, unpaired, odor only. *P < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 
***p < 0.001; † denotes significant difference from chance performance on Y-maze (dotted 
line), p < 0.05. Error bars indicate mean ± SEM. Dashed line: average protein expression in 
untrained “odor only” group (control). Blots for each condition show two adjacent lanes. The 
same tubulin-corrected values were used for all markers probed. Comparisons were made across 
gels processed in parallel using samples derived from the same experiment.  
 
3.4.2 Experiment 2  
	
Dissociating maturation and learning by switching learning on/off with CORT: Continued 
alignment with memory-related AMPAR expression. A major confound of developmental 
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research is that the landscape of the molecular cascade changes. Here we dissociate the 
confounding shifts in the molecular cascade supporting memory due to maturation versus 
learning: memory molecules were assessed in the same age animals that were odor-shock 
conditioned the previous day but learning switched on/off, by manipulating CORT.  The 
pharmacological effects of our CORT injection or its blockade manipulations are well-
documented to last only a few hours [197, 198].   
It has been shown that during a sensitive period in development (<PN16), plasma CORT levels 
can control whether infants learn to avoid an odor paired with shock, with CORT blockade 
preventing avoidance/ threat learning from PN10–15 and CORT administration producing 
precocious threat learning in pups < PN10 (summarized in Fig. 1). Here, we explored the effects 
of CORT modulation of learning on mechanisms of memory maintenance in the amygdala. PN12 
and PN16 infants were given systemic injections of CORT blocker (metyrapone [MET], 50 
mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or vehicle solution 90 minutes before conditioning, and 
tested for long-term memory retention in the Y-maze 24hr later. In addition, PN8 pups were 
either administered CORT (3 mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or vehicle 30 minutes 
before paired odor-shock conditioning, tested in the Y-maze 24hr later and brains harvested (Fig. 
3a, b). 
Decreasing CORT via MET injection blocked learning in PN12 pups, but had no effect on PN16 
pups. Increasing CORT in PN8 odor-shock pups produced an odor aversion memory: During 
long-term memory testing, MET-injected pups approached the CS odor in the Y-maze 
significantly more than vehicle-injected control pups at PN12, but MET had no effect on choices 
at PN16 [Fig. 3b; two-way ANOVA (age × drug), significant interaction, F (2,32) = 59.37, p < 
0.0001, main effect of age, F (2,32) = 4.109, p = 0.0258]. Post hoc tests showed that CORT 
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inhibition during acquisition influenced Y-maze performance at PN12, but not PN16 (PN12 
vehicle vs. drug, p = 0.001, PN16 vehicle vs. drug, p = 0.99). In fact, pups injected with CORT 
blocker (“MET” in graph) displayed a long-term preference for the CS odor (t (7) = 3.06, p = 
0.0185), while vehicle-injected pups displayed a long-term aversion to the CS odor, choosing it 
significantly below chance (t (6) = 10.25, p < 0.0001, Fig. 3b). PN8 pups that received CORT 
(“CORT” in graph) showed avoidance of the odor stimulus in the Y-maze test, choosing it 
significantly below chance (t (8) = 7.778, p < 0.0001) while PN8 pups receiving vehicle 
recapitulated the preference for the odor shown in pups receiving paired presentations without 
CORT administration (t (7) = 7.937, p < 0.0001). Together, these results replicate behavioral 
results and engagement of the amygdala in learning [107, 194] and support the use of this 
conditioning system for assessment of memory. 
Modulating learning via CORT maintained a strong alignment with the molecular cascade 
associated with memory: CORT-induced modulation of learning in PN8 and PN12 pups resulted 
in memory-associated changes in PKMζ/AMPAR expression 24hr later. Specifically, CORT 
inhibition via metyrapone (MET) administration during acquisition (“PM” in graph, Fig. 3c–e) in 
PN12 pups prevented increases in PKMζ and GluA2 and pre- vented the decrease in GluA1 
associated with memory at this age. PN16 pups that received MET before paired odor-shock 
conditioning maintained learning and associated increases in PKMζ, GluA2 and GluA1 (Fig. 3c). 
In contrast, administering CORT to PN8 pups before acquisition (“PC” in graph) produced 
learning and an increase in GluA2, a decrease in GluA1 and no change in synaptic or cytosolic 
(data not shown) PKMζ 24hr later. 
GluA2 changes remain associated with memory: Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant 
interaction between age and drug (F (6,56) = 2.853, p = 0.0170) and a main effect of age (F 
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(3,56) = 7.213, p = 0.0004). Post hoc tests revealed at PN12, CORT inhibition in pups receiving 
paired odor-shock presentations reduced GluA2 levels equivalent to controls that only received 
presentations of the CS odor (PN12: paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 0.8439, paired + vehicle 
vs. odor only, p = 0.0002). PN8 pups that received CORT with paired presentations of odor-
shock showed an increase in GluA2 expression compared to pups that only received the odor (p 
= 0.0331). In contrast, metyrapone administration to PN16 pups failed to prevent increases in 
GluA2 24hr after odor-shock pairings (PN16: paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 0.0160; paired + 
vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.0105). 
GluA1 changes remain associated with memory, decreasing at PN8 and PN12 in pups that 
remember, and increasing at PN16 in pups that remember: GluA1 response to learning was 
similar in PN12 and CORT induced precocious learning in PN8 (Fig. 3d). Specifically, CORT 
administration to induce threat learning in PN8 pups produced a memory-associated GluA1 
decrease 24 hr later, compared to pups that only received odor presentations (p = 0.0395). 
Importantly, blocking PN12 learning by CORT inhibition (via metyrapone) during acquisition 
prevented memory-associated GluA1 decreases 24hr later. Furthermore, at PN16, an age when 
CORT blockade failed to block learning, memory-associated GluA1 increases were observed 
24hr after conditioning. Specifically, two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction 
between age and condition on GluA1 (F (4,41) = 4.744, p = 0.0031) and a main effect of age (F 
(2,41)= 16.02, p < 0.0001). Post hoc testing revealed that in PN12 pups, MET administration, 
which prevented threat learning, blocked the memory-associated GluA1 decrease observed 
following paired odor-shock conditioning 24hr later (PN12: paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 
0.8618, paired + vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.0297). Conversely, in PN16 where MET failed to 
prevent threat learning, it also failed to block the memory-associated increase in GluA1 observed 
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24hr after conditioning with vehicle (paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 0.0054, paired + vehicle 
vs. odor only, p = 0.0029). 
Ratio of GluA2 to GluA1 increases in young pups that exhibit threat memory:  the ratio of 
GluA2 to GluA1 showed age and learning-dependent changes associated with threat memory 
(Fig. 3e). Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between age and condition on the 
GluA2/GluA1 ratio (F (6,52) = 7.721, p < 0.001) and a main effect of condition (F(3,52) = 4.924, 
p = 0.0044). Post hoc testing revealed significant differences between groups. CORT 
administration before paired conditioning in PN8 pups was associated with increased GluA2/ 
GluA1 24hr later compared to paired conditioning with vehicle (paired + CORT vs. paired + 
vehicle, p = 0.0405), unpaired (paired + CORT vs. unpaired, p = 0.02) and odor only (paired + 
CORT vs. odor only, p = 0.0028). In PN12 pups, paired odor-shock presentations with vehicle 
onboard produced increases higher than odor only (p < 0.0001), unpaired (p < 0.0001) and 
metyrapone-treated pups (p < 0.0001). In PN16 pups, GluA2/1 ratio did not differ between any 
conditions (paired + MET vs. paired + vehicle, p = 0.9922, paired + MET vs. unpaired, p = 
0.416, paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 0.9816, paired + vehicle vs. unpaired, p = 0.4640, paired 
+ vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.9994, unpaired vs. odor only, p = 0.4407).  This analysis highlights 
the differential expression between GluA2 and GluA1 subunits in PN8 and PN12 indicative of 
dysregulated GluA2/1 heteromer expression that is associated with impaired synaptic plasticity 
[171]. 
PKC isoforms increase with memory: PKMζ is associated with memory in older pups: 
Manipulating learning with CORT showed age-dependent effects on memory-associated PKMζ 
expression 24hr later. Two-way ANOVA [age × condition (paired + MET/paired + 
vehicle/unpaired/odor only)] showed a significant interaction between the two factors on PKMζ 
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expression (F (6,56) = 2.864, p = 0.0167) and main effects of age (F (2,56) = 11.97, p < 0.0001) 
and condition (F (3,56) = 5.762, p = 0.0017). Post hoc tests revealed significant differences 
between groups. At PN12, CORT inhibition (blocks learning) in pups receiving paired odor-
shock presentations reduced PKMζ levels equivalent to controls (PN12: paired + MET vs. odor 
only, p = 0.8523, paired + vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.0141). In contrast, MET administration to 
PN16 pups (learning retained) retained the memory-associated PKMζ increase following odor-
shock pairings (PN16: paired + MET vs. odor only, p < 0.0001; paired + vehicle vs. odor only, p 
< 0.0001). In PN8 pups, CORT administration (precociously induced learning) did not alter 
memory-associated PKMζ expression (paired + CORT vs. odor only, p = 0.8774; paired + 
vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.5692).  us, the increase in PKMζ in memory diverges between pups 
that are PN8 versus PN12 and PN16. 
PKC isoforms increase with memory: PKCι/λ associated with memory in all aged pups: Figure 
3g shows amygdala-dependent threat memory was associated with increases in PKCι/λ 
expression. Two-way ANOVA (age × condition) revealed an interaction between the two factors 
(F (6,56) = 3.406, p = 0.0062) and a main effect of condition (F (3,56) = 12.12, p < 0.0001). Post 
hoc tests showed that at PN12, pups that received both paired and unpaired presentations of 
odor-shock showed increased compared to odor only (paired + vehicle vs. odor, p = 0.0004, 
unpaired vs. odor, p = 0.0340). MET administration before paired conditioning prevented this 
increase (paired + MET vs. paired + vehicle, p < 0.0001). At PN16, paired conditioning was 
associated with increased PKCι/λ vs. odor only (paired + vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.0156), 
which was not suppressed by MET administration (paired + MET vs. paired + vehicle, p = 
0.8292, paired + MET vs. odor only, p = 0.0407). In PN8 pups, CORT administration before 
paired odor-shock conditioning was associated with increased PKCι/λ expression (paired + 
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CORT vs. odor only, p = 0.0242). Paired presentations without CORT and unpaired 
presentations were not associated with statistically significant increases in PKCι/λ compared to 
untrained controls (paired + vehicle vs. odor only, p = 0.089, unpaired vs. odor only, p = 0.208).  
us, the increases in PKCι/λ in memory remains constant across ages.  
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Figure 11. Dissociating effects of learning and development on amygdala-dependent threat 
memory. PN12 and PN16 pups were injected i.p. with CORT blocker (metyrapone, MET) or 
vehicle solution and PN8 pups were injected with CORT or vehicle before training and tested for 
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long-term memory retention in the Y-maze 24 hr later (a). MET prevented long-term threat 
memory consolidation as assessed in the Y-maze at PN12, but not PN16, while CORT 
administration produced an avoidance in PN8 pups (b). MET delivered i.p. prevented learning at 
PN12, but not PN16, and prevented GluA1/2 changes observed in PN12 vehicle-injected 
controls. CORT administration in PN8 pups before conditioning produced avoidance of the CS 
24 hr later and changes in GluA1/2 observed in PN12 pups given vehicle injections (c,d). 
GluA2/1 ratio was increased 24 hr after conditioning in PN8 pups that received CORT and PN12 
pups that received vehicle injections (e). MET injections at PN12 prevented threat learning and 
prevented memory-associated increases in PKMζ, but memory associated increases were 
preserved in PN16 pups conditioned with MET and vehicle. Threat-induced learning via CORT 
in PN8 pups failed to increase PKMζ (f). PKCι/λ expression was increased in pups that showed 
avoidance memory in the Y maze (PN8 PC, PN12 PV, PN16 PV/PM) (g). *P < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 
***p < 0.001; † denotes significant difference from chance performance on Y-maze (dotted 
line), p < 0.05. Error bars indicate mean ± SEM. PV/PM/PC/U/O: paired + vehicle, paired + 
metyrapone, paired + CORT, unpaired, odor only. Dashed line: average protein expression in 
untrained “odor only” group (control). Blots for each condition show two adjacent lanes. The 
same tubulin-corrected values were used for all markers probed. Comparisons were made across 
gels processed in parallel using samples derived from the same experiment. 
 
3.4.3 Experiment 3.  
	
Blockade of PKC blocks learning. Lastly, we determined the role of PKC-AMPAR 
trafficking in amygdala-dependent threat memory maintenance by administering bilateral 
microinfusions of ZIP (zeta inhibitory peptide; myristolated PKC Zeta, pseudosubstrate, 
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ANASPEC, 1 mg/kg, 10mM) or scrambled ZIP (myristolated PKC Zeta, pseudosubstrate ZIP, Scr-
ZIP, ANASPEC, 1 mg/kg, 10mM) into the basolateral amygdala 22 hours after conditioning (Fig. 
4A). ZIP has been used extensively as an inhibitor of PKMζ and PKCɩ/λ [141, 187] and reverses 
late-phase LTP[175, 199, 200]. Pups were tested on a Y maze 2 hours after infusion, a time-frame 
shown to be critical for full PKMζ-PKCɩ/λ inhibition [32]. At baseline conditions (Experiment 1, 
no CORT manipulation), ZIP treatment prevented expression of learned avoidance in animals at 
PN12 and PN16, but not PN8 (Fig. 4B). A two-way ANOVA (drug [ZIP/Scr-ZIP] x age) revealed 
a significant interaction between the two factors (Fig. 2F; F(2,25) = 6.6, p=0.005) as well as main 
effects of age (F(2,25)=11.89, p=0.0002) and drug (F(2,25)=9.985, p=0.004). Post hoc tests confirmed 
the causal role of PKMζ-PKCɩ/λ activation in long-term memory maintenance at where odor-shock 
did not produce an odor aversion: amygdala microinfusions of ZIP only impaired memory 
expression in pups that learned to avoid the odor (ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP: PN8, p = 0.97; PN12, p = 
0.0098; PN16, p = 0.044). The effects of ZIP on memory expressed in the Y-maze choices differed 
between PN8 and PN12 and between PN8 and PN16, but not between PN12 and PN16 (ZIP: PN8 
vs. PN12, p = 0.0021; PN8 vs. PN16, p = 0.0011; PN12 vs. PN16, p = 0.99).   
	
Blockade of PKC continues to be aligned with memory blockade, when the age of learning is 
switched on/off with CORT the previous day. As illustrated in Fig. 4c, we further tested the 
effects of ZIP blockade of memory by again dissociating memory molecules with changes in 
maturation by manipulating CORT to induce learning in PN8 pups, block learning in PN12 pups, 
and block CORT when it has no effect on learning in PN16 pups. Specifically, we tested the role 
of PKMζ-PKCι/λ in memory maintenance in conditions of CORT manipulation by administering 
ZIP or scrambled ZIP in the BLA (2hrs before testing in Y-maze) of pups that received 
metyrapone (MET in graphs) (PN12/PN16), CORT (PN8 only) or vehicle (0.9% saline, i.p., all 
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ages) prior to paired odor-shock conditioning the previous day. Overall, ZIP but not Scr-ZIP, 
disrupted expression of aversion memory at all ages, while pups that did not learn appeared 
unaffected by ZIP or Scr-ZIP. Three-way ANOVA between age, drug treatment at conditioning 
(vehicle vs. CORT manipulation) and drug treatment before testing (ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP) revealed an 
interaction between the three factors (F (2,48) = 14.14, p < 0.0001). Specifically, at PN16, ZIP 
prevented threat memory expression in all PN16 paired odor-shock groups, regardless of 
metyrapone presence during conditioning (PN16: paired + vehicle: ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP, t (9) = 
3.435, p = 0.007; PN16: paired + MET, ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP, t (7) = 3.449, p = 0.011). CORT 
blockade by the CORT-inhibitor MET or other means does not alter learning in this age pup58. 
At PN12, ZIP disrupted memory expression in pups that learned, but did not alter expression in 
pups that had learning suppressed by metyrapone (PN12 paired + vehicle, ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP: t (8) 
= 4.547, p = 0.001; PN12 paired + MET, ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP: t(6) = 0.7071, p = 0.51) In PN8 pups, 
amygdala ZIP before testing disrupted memory expression in pups that received CORT before 
odor-shock paired conditioning, as these were the only PN8 pups that learned amygdala-
dependent threat (PN8 paired + vehicle, ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP, t (8) = 0.3959, p = 0.7096; paired + 
CORT, ZIP vs. Scr-ZIP, t (8) = 3.622, p = 0.0151). 
Our behavioral analysis shows that PN12 pups given metyrapone before conditioning and ZIP 
22hr later failed to show either preference or avoidance of the peppermint odor, as evidenced by 
choosing the odor at chance levels (t (4) = 1.5, p = 0.208). However, PN12 pups administered 
MET and then Scr-ZIP retained a preference for the odor, choosing it significantly above chance 
at testing (t (5) = 2.926, p = 0.0327). PN12 pups that learned (administered vehicle before 
conditioning) and that were given ZIP before testing the following day also failed to show 
avoidance of the odor (t (6) = 1.162, p = 0.2894), while vehicle-injected pups given scrambled 
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ZIP retained avoidance behavior of the CS, choosing it significantly below chance (t (6) = 4.5, p 
= 0.0041). 
In the oldest pups (PN16), metyrapone administration before training and ZIP before testing 
prevented expression of the learned threat avoidance behavior, (t (5) = 0.796, p = 0.465). 
However, metyrapone-administered pups later given Scr-ZIP retain avoidance of the odor, 
choosing it significantly below chance (t(4) = 6.5, p = 0.0029). Pups administered vehicle before 
conditioning fail to retain memory if administered ZIP before testing, choosing the odor at 
chance levels (t(5) = 0.7906, p = 0.4650). However, pups that were conditioned and administered 
Scr-ZIP before testing retained threat avoidance memory, choosing the odor significantly below 
chance (t(4) = 4.743, p = 0.009). 
As in Fig. 3 and replicated here in Fig. 4, in PN8 pups that were too young to learn amygdala-
dependent threat associations, amygdala ZIP administration failed to modulate avoidance 
memory in the Y-maze. Specifically, PN8 pups conditioned with vehicle chose the odor above 
chance at testing following both ZIP (t (6) = 9.5, p < 0.0001) and Scr-ZIP (t (7) = 7.937, p < 
0.0001) administration. However, with precocious induction of learning in PN8 pups via CORT, 
this memory was retained if administered Scr-ZIP (t (8) = 7.78, p < 0.0001); and this avoidance 
memory was blocked if pups were administered ZIP before testing (t (7) = 0.851, p = 0.4229). 
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Figure 12.  PKMζ-PKCι/λ is required for amygdala-dependent threat memory 
maintenance. To test causation, pups were cannulated bilaterally in the amygdala two days 
before conditioning (a) and administered ZIP or scrambled ZIP 2 hours before Y-maze testing. 
At baseline (no CORT manipulation), ZIP blocked amygdala dependent threat memory 
expression in PN12 and PN16 pups that underwent odor-shock conditioning (b). ZIP 
administration blocked threat memory expression in pups that learned amygdala dependent threat 
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following CORT manipulation (PN8 + CORT, PN12 + Veh, PN16 + MET, PN16 + Veh, (c). *P 
< 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; † denotes significant difference from chance performance on 
Y-maze (dotted line), p < 0.05. Error bars indicate mean ± SEM. Veh, vehicle; MET, 




We build on the seminal infantile amnesia research by using odor-shock conditioning in 
developing infant rats and odor aversion testing the next day to assess the molecular memory 
mechanisms related to memory. We focus on the AMPAR and its GluA1/2 subunits known to 
support memory in adults, and present evidence of upstream control by PKMζ-PKCι/λ. We show 
consistent memory-associated increases in PKCι/λ at all ages, with the addition of increased 
PKMζ with the natural emergence of amygdala-dependent learning by PN12. At all ages, 
blockade of PKMζ-PKCι/λ with amygdala ZIP before testing blocks expression of what was 
learned the previous day. We also show consistent increases in GluA2 across development 
shown to be critical for synaptic plasticity and memory maintenance. However, only the oldest 
pups (PN16) showed memory-associated increases in GluA1 expression, which also increases in 
adults. In the young pup (PN12), the newly-acquired ability to learn and remember about threat 
was associated with GluA1 decrease. A similar profile of memory-associated GluA1 decrease 
was found in the youngest pups (PN8), which do not typically exhibit threat learning 
(Experiment 1) but can be precociously induced to learn via a CORT injection (Experiment 2). 
Taken together, these data suggest that threat memory during infancy is supported by novel 
molecular cascades involving at least two developmental transitions to the adult-like, memory-
associated increases in GluA1, GluA2 and PKC isoforms51,54. In the first transition, we 
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observed a developmental switch from GluA1 decrease to increase supporting memory 
maintenance as pups transition from sensitive period (<PN16) to post-sensitive period (>PN16). 
In the second transition, we observed a developmental switch in PKC isoform involvement in 
memory maintenance, with early memory (<PN10) associated with an increase in PKCι/λ and 
older pup memory (>PN10) associated with an increase in both PKMζ and PKCι/λ. Based on the 
existing literature, we suggest that as pups mature, the ability to remember threat cues evolves 
significantly during PN8-PN16, which can also aid in infant retention of memories in general. 
Is association between infant memory and the infant PKMζ-PKCι/λ→GluA1/2 signaling 
pathway was probed by capitalizing on a unique feature of infant learning, which is sensitive to 
amygdala levels of the stress hormone CORT. We show that memory molecules remain closely 
aligned with pup learning, even when learning was switched on/off by CORT manipulations in 
PN8 and PN12 pups (Fig. 2). Specifically, we pharmacologically blocked the shock-induced 
CORT increase that is naturally accomplished by the mother via social buffering in pups PN10–
15 [24]and show that the PKMζ-PKCι/λ → GluA1/2 signaling pathway was not engaged when 
pups did not show threat memory expression. Additionally, the early induction of learning in 
very young pups (PN8) by CORT, noted above, highlights the induction of the underlying 
memory mechanisms engaged only when pups learned from odor-shock conditioning. Together, 
the results indicate that developmental shifts in memory encoding remain closely aligned with 
pup learning, even when learning was switched on/off by CORT manipulations in PN8 and 
PN12 pups. Importantly, MET injections to block CORT did not disrupt learning in the oldest 
pups (PN16) [110] and memory-associated molecular changes were preserved 24hr later. It 
should be noted that, although stress hormones have been shown to increase synaptic PKMζ and 
AMPA receptor tracking [77, 79], our pup injections manipulating CORT occurred before 
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acquisition and were timed to peak during acquisition and return to baseline soon post-
conditioning[197]. While many reports show cytosolic PKMζ increases following synaptic 
plasticity and memory[189] in adults, our PN8 CORT-treated pups did not show cytosolic 
changes. 
 
3.5.1 Threat memory retrieval across early development: AMPAR expression in the amygdala 
	
Our results indicate major transformations of the AMPAR subunits in support of threat memory 
across early development.  This AMPAR developmental transition is likely to have robust effects 
on memory development: AMPAR mediates most of the brain’s fast excitatory synaptic 
transmission to support rapid synaptic changes and is important for supporting neural plasticity 
associated with learning and memory but also forgetting [41, 171]. Specifically, AMPAR are 
critical for determining synaptic strength through regulation/tracking of the AMPAR subunits 
(GluA1–4) in and out of the membranes. Indeed, these tracking modifications of the GluA 
subunits determine long term potentiation (LTP) and long term depression (LTD) believed to be 
critical for learning and memory[201]. The composition of the tetrameric AMPAR receptor’s 
four subunits overwhelmingly contain GluA2 subunits, most typically grouped as heteromers 
GluA1/2. Importantly, preventing synaptic removal of AMPAR containing GluA2 subunit 
prevents the natural forgetting of long-term memories[202-204]. Here we have shown a 
consistent increase in postsynaptic GluA2 in the amygdala when pups show avoidance memory 
across early development, including PN8 pups that receive CORT and PN12 and PN16 pups. 
These data suggest that the subunit composition of the AMPA receptor is a critical feature of 
memory maintenance across development. As mentioned above, in all age pups, GluA2 
increased in pups retaining a memory, similarly to adults[48, 81]. However, there were changes 
in GluA1 in groups with memory that were not consistent with the adult literature. Specifically, 
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the youngest pups showed a significant decrease in GluA1 associated with memory, including 
both with the precocious induction of threat learning by CORT in very young pups (PN8), and in 
older pups that have recently acquired the capacity for threat-learning (PN12). In the oldest pups 
(PN16), GluA1 expression becomes adult-like by exhibiting a memory-associated increase.  The 
critical role of GluA1 in memory maintenance and LTP in adults suggests that younger pups’ 
memory maintenance has reduced reliance on GluA1. Considering that GluA1-containing 
AMPAR are essential for the expression of LTD [171, 205] and pups as young as PN8 show 
LTD [111], it would appear that GluA1 is present and functional in these young pups that also 
show decreases in GluA1 with learning. Lower levels of GluA1 suggests poorer retention, as fear 
memories are impaired in GluA1-deficit mice[206]. These results potentially suggest that failure 
to upregulate GluA1 may under lie, in part, the rapid forgetting in early life, as increasing GluA1 
subunits is known to be important for threat memory[206]. 
The inability to see the characteristics of the adult-like increases in GluA1 in the younger 
pups is unlikely due to lack of available GluA1. First, our untrained control groups that did not 
learn showed significantly higher levels of GluA1 compared to groups that learned and expressed 
memory.  Secondly, while the development of GluA1 and GluA2 have not been documented in 
the amygdala, it has in the late developing hippocampus[207]. Molecular development across brain 
areas can be potentially coordinated based on level of maturity and its functional development into 
a behavioral system. For example, fear conditioning supports amygdala-dependent cue learning 
and memory at PN10[107], while hippocampus-dependent contextual learning emerges around 
PN17, although that learning is not retained for more than minutes until almost a week later[208-
210].There is a strong association between the development of hippocampal-dependent context 
memory and emergence of memory molecules: levels of GluA1 and GluA2 appear to have reached 
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adult-like proportions by the time the threat-dependent memory system becomes active [211, 212]. 
Hippocampal spatial navigation, which also emerges at about the same age, is associated with 
increases in AMPAR response duration, and transition to more adult-like lower level of GluA1 
subunits and increases in GluA3 subunit. Indeed, this AMPAR subunit composition shift is 
associated with increasing AMPAR response duration, postsynaptic excitability and reduced 
threshold for activity-dependent synaptic potentiation[213]. The present results suggest a strong 
association between the development of cue learning and emergence of memory molecules.  
3.5.2 Threat memory retrieval across early development: PKC isoform expression in the 
amygdala 
 
The critical role of AMPARs in memory stabilization and maintenance is well established 
at both the systems level and within the LTP/LTD model[173]; during learning there is a rapid 
increase in the number of AMPAR subunits, as noted above. The upstream control of trafficking 
these receptors is more controversial, although it is becoming clearer that both PKMζ-PKCι/λ and 
protein kinase Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) are important in memory 
maintenance in adults [176, 177, 190].  We focused on PKMζ-PKCι/λ because infant levels are 
high and remain relatively unchanged during development, while CaMKII levels are low [179, 
180, 207]. A causal relationship between pup memory and PKMζ-PKCι/λàGluA1/2 signaling 
cascade was demonstrated by perturbing PKMζ-PKCι/λ with an intra-amygdala ZIP infusion, 
which blocks memory and long term potentiation (LTP) in adults[141, 214].   At all ages, pup 
memory was disrupted by the amygdala ZIP infusion before testing.  Since ZIP targets both PKMζ-
PKCι/λ and PKCι/λ is used when PKMζ is unavailable, it is difficult to know whether PKMζ or 
PKCι/λ was important, except in the youngest pups where precocious induction of threat learning 
by CORT was only associated with a significant PKCι/λ increase.  This is the first study to assess 
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infant amygdala PKMζ and PKCι/λ, and suggests sufficient levels of both isoforms are present in 
the developing amygdala, which is consistent with data derived from the developing hippocampus 
[207]. There is also evidence that these PKC isoforms, albeit present, might have a different 
developmental role[207, 215]. Specifically, results based on the perirhinal cortex suggest the infant 
brain excitability might be more dependent on PKMζ and persistent activity of metabotropic 
glutamate receptor synaptic transmission[215]. Direct molecular control of forgetting may also be 
present in pups. Using an odor preference conditioning paradigm that induces learning in all ages 
of rat pups, which is typically only retained for a day or two, could be retained longer provided 
when protein phosphatase calcineurin (CaN) is activated within the olfactory bulb 40min after 
conditioning[216].  Future studies will be necessary in order to determine the relative contributions 
of the PKC isoforms and other mechanisms enhancing and attenuating memory across 
development.   
	
 
3.6 Conclusion  
	
The seminal work on infantile amnesia indicated that this early life increased forgetting occurs in 
many learning domains, involves myriad brain areas and is represented across many species. As 
the exploration of neural mechanisms expand, it becomes clear that many developmental 
changes impact forgetting, including neurogenesis, functional connectivity between brain areas 
and environmental cues[35, 162]1-10;12-14 77[158, 161, 163, 177, 178, 185, 217, 218]. Here we 
focused on the development of molecular mechanisms supporting threat memory maintenance, 
which had previously been largely unknown. We document age-specific changes in the 
molecules supporting memory within the PKMζ-PKCι/λàGluA1/2 signaling pathway, known to 
be involved in adult memory. Specifically, this molecular pathway transitions at least twice as 
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pups mature and prepare for independent life.  We suggest that these molecular memory 
transitions contribute to the memory deficits characteristic of infancy. Understanding age-
specific mechanisms may help uncover the range of molecular and systems levels mechanisms 































4.1 Utilization of markers of synaptic plasticity following ELA reflect age-specific wiring in 
the brain 
 
 Extensive research on threat neuro-circuitry and development in rodents show that the 
brain is not necessarily an immature version of the adult brain, but a brain that is specifically 
wired for that time of development [3]. Therefore, the unique focus of this dissertation was in 
identifying the transition in markers of synaptic plasticity associated with threat memory 
retrieval at three ages of infancy, and between the juvenile and adult stage of life. The studies 
discussed in chapter 3 identified transitions in AMPAr and PKC isoform expression associated 
with threat memory retrieval during infancy, highlighting that as rat pup’s mature, threat memory 
processing from PN8-PN16 evolves drastically. However, in chapter 2, a slower transition was 
seen in juveniles, where memory of the threatening event was lost after 7 days instead of 24 
hours, coinciding with transitions in AMPAr and PKMz expression, from an elevated response 
to downregulation of AMPAr. This differentiation of AMPAr and PKC isoforms seen between 
varying stages of development highlight the developmental transition to adult-like threat memory 
processing and the rapidly changing brain (Fig.13). Understanding these transitions in threat 
memory processing will aid in identifying reliance and susceptibility to ELA.  
 
4.1.1 Utilization of markers of synaptic plasticity following ELA reflect age-specific wiring in 
the brain: AMPAr and PKC isoforms 
	
In the infant, considering the ability to remember threating events evolves drastically, an 
evolutionary relevance for this phenomenon is suggested. Previous studies on learning and 
development in infant rats show the brain at this stage to be wired specifically for attachment 
learning [3, 219]. Typically, in an adult rodent, shock engages the central amygdala (CeA), 
activating the NE system, ultimately producing a threat response[220]. Furthermore, as described 
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in chapter 1, the NE activation system plays a crucial role in the phosphorylation of GluA1-
pS845 via PKA mediation in the amygdala[53, 221]. Phosphorylated GluA1-pS845 in turn 
changes channel conductance, initiating late-phase LTP and long-term maintenance of threat 
memories in adult rodents [127, 136].  However, in rat pups >PN10, CORT levels remain low 
preventing the amygdala from being engaged at this stage[26]. Instead, odor-shock conditioning 
activates NE in the locus coruleus (LC) and in turn activates the attachment learning circuit 
involving the olfactory bulb, and piriform cortex, developing the approach-preference phenotype 
seen at PN8 [24, 107]. Ultimately, this may explain why no detectable changes in AMPAr 
activity were seen at PN8. 
 In juveniles, while an adult-like NE system is engaged at this stage, long-term 
dysregulation of the GluA1-AMPAr subunit is seen. This reveals that while, in the short-term 
juvenile and adult reconsolidation processing is similar 24 hours later, the lack of synaptic 
GluA1 and pS845 at 7 days in juveniles within the dorsal hippocampus hints to a weak NE 
activation system at this stage, preventing future reconsolidation of previously established non-
threat and threat memories. These results coincide with previous research on juvenile extinction 
and reinstatement, showing juvenile extinction memory processing results in memory erasure, 
while adult extinction memory processing reflects new learning independent of the previously 
established threat memory[38, 222]. Further, this age-specific difference in extinction memory 
processing is confirmed by the weak connections between the BLA-VH seen in juveniles 
compared to adults[38]. Considering exposure therapy as a form of extinction is used primarily 
in treating PTSD patients[223, 224], these findings confirm that treatment for disorders like 
PTSD caused by ELA need to be age-specific to be effective. 
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While GluA1 is altered during the sensitive period and long term in the juveniles, the 
observed changes seen in GluA2 are similar across development. GluA2 levels are elevated 24hr 
post-threat exposure across development. These results are parallel to the observed levels seen 
for PKMz expression. These results suggest GluA2 and PKMz also work in concert during 
development, as they do during adulthood[42]. Transitions in PKC isoforms are also more 
distinct in infants than they are in the juvenile stage, showing PN8 to utilize only 
PKCi/l activity, while by PN12, rat pups are utilizing both PKCi/l and PKMz activity. This 
observation supports previous research on the importance of PKCi/l as a compensatory 
mechanism for memory processing when these is lack of PKMz [141] and an adaptive 
mechanism that enables the infant brain to encode memories. While PKCi/l levels were not 
analyzed for the juveniles, based on the elevated PKMz levels at 1d and no detectable changes at 
7d, it can be hypothesized that juveniles are possibly utilizing these PKC isoforms in the same 
manner as <PN12 rat pups at 1d.  
 
4.1.2 Utilization of markers of synaptic plasticity following ELA reflect age-specific wiring in 
the brain: PSD95 
	
 Little is known on how PSD95 and pS295 are utilized during memory processing in the 
juvenile brain. This dissertation is one of first to identify whether it is utilized at all in juveniles. 
No changes in PSD95 and pS295 expression, at 1 day and 7 days post-threat exposure were 
shown in the juveniles. This finding contrasts with threat-exposed adult rats that show increased 
levels of PSD95 and pS295 at the synapse in the dorsal hippocampus and amygdala at 1 day and 
7 days. Multiple factors potentially play a role into the differential utilization of PSD95 and 
pS295 between threat-exposed juveniles and adults. Considering PSD95 is predominantly 
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present in mature spines [81] and pS295 promotes stabilization of PSD95 at the synapse in adult 
rodents (Fig.13) [128], this pattern may reflect the specific wiring present in the brain during this 
developmental stage. As described in chapter 1, previous research reveals juvenile rodents show 
increased rates of hippocampal neurogenesis compared to adults [33]. This difference in rates of 
neurogenesis suggests that because of the increased rate and progression of neurogenesis, the 
ratio of immature to mature spines is higher in juveniles than it is in adults. This ratio of 
immature to mature spines may result in less surface area for PSD95 to stabilize and in turn 
reduced opportunity for AMPAr to anchor at the synapse, leading to increased storage failure, 
partially suggesting the dysregulated AMPAr activity shown long term in the juveniles. The 
evidence for failure to recall is also relevant to the juveniles’ weak projections from the BLA to 
the VH, where studies show juvenile rats who fail to recall, displayed reduced activation of BLA 
projections to the VH compared to adults [37, 38]. Overall, direct research is still needed as to 






Figure 13. Utilization of markers of synaptic plasticity following ELA reflect age-specific 
wiring in the brain. The set of studies presented in this dissertation expanded upon previously 
known age-specific systems level wiring in identifying age-specific transitions at the cellular 
level. Chapter 3 highlights the dominant utilization of kinases in the amygdala during infant 
threat memory processing. Chapter 2 highlights the dominant utilization of AMPAr activity in 
the hippocampus in juveniles and ultimately dominant utilization of PSD95 in adult threat 
memory processing. As the animal ages, the brain develops a more complex combination of 
protein interactions, ultimately promoting mature dendritic spines, sustainment of long-term 
threat memory processing and in turn reduced plasticity for previously established memories. 
Together these studies highlight the specific wiring present at stages of development and reflect 
an evolutionary relevance to the transitions in threat memory processing observed.			
 
 
4.2 Utilization of stress hormones across the lifespan and age-specific relevance  
	
During infancy, CORT levels are low and in turn infants will fail to elicit a stress 
response from stimuli such as shock [26, 107]. In chapter 3, previous studies on the role of 
CORT on infant threat processing were replicated[26] to observe how the CORT-amygdala 
relationship affects markers of memory. The transitional period to adult-like threat memory 
processing’s is reflected in the age-specific AMPAr and PKC isoforms levels observed. While 
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this research shows the impact of exogenous CORT on infant threat memory, premature 
engagement of the amygdala in infants has also been observed in natural settings involving a 
stressed mother transferring high levels of CORT to the rat pup via milk [225]. Infant rats 
exposed to CORT from the mother have also been shown to develop decreased social behavior 
and a depressive phenotype into adolescence [23]. This malleability present during the infant 
stage ultimately highlights that while the infant will still learn to attachment to the mother, the 
attachment has become disordered.   
The dependence on CORT during infancy reflects age-specific wiring at this stage that is 
not seen by PN16 and in juveniles[226]. Studies on juveniles show parallel behavioral results to 
the studies in this dissertation, with juveniles showing increased activity, instead of the more 
typical decreased activity shown in threat-exposed adults. While juveniles and adults show 
differences in a threat response, their CORT levels remain the same [226]. This confirms the 
notion of CORT-independence by PN16, suggesting other mechanisms are involved during 
threat memory processing over CORT. Further research is needed on what these other 


















































5.1 Identify threat associated transitions in PSD95-pS295 expression and spine morphology 
between juvenile and adult rats  
 
 Studies from Chapter 2 show while threat exposed adults utilize PSD95 and pS295 24 
hours and 7 days’ post-threat exposure in both the dorsal hippocampus and amygdala, juveniles 
do not. Based on these results and the role of PSD95 on memory maintenance, it is suggested 
that adults utilize and sustain more mature dendritic spines than juveniles. While these results 
reflect previous research on the age-specific wiring in the juvenile brain, further evidence is 
needed on whether juveniles show different spine morphology from adults. Considering the 
strong relationship between PSD95 and mature mushroom spines in adult rodents, the following 
experiments would be proposed:  
1) Conduct experiments involving the platform stress paradigm and histochemical 
techniques in identifying the effects of ELA on various scaffolding proteins and spine 
morphology in juvenile rats:  
a. Combine Golgi and IHC staining to allow for the co-localization of PSD95 and 
AMPAr on various spine types to identify how juveniles maintain increased 
AMPAr activity 24 hours’ post-threat but not 7 days’ post-threat exposure.  This 
will also identify the types of spines juveniles are utilizing and whether spine 
growth is stunted at this stage of development.  
b. Alternatively, other scaffolding proteins within the PSD95 family can be assessed, 
like SAP97, which has been shown to anchor GluA1 [127]. Identifying the level 
of SAP97 in juveniles at 7 days’ may aid in understanding the long-term 
dysregulation of the GluA1-AMPAr observed and whether certain scaffolding 
proteins are age-specific.  
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5.2 Identify threat associated AMPAr expression between juvenile females and adult 
females  
	
 The studies in chapter 2 have identified threat associated AMPAr modulation during 
threat memory retrieval in male juvenile rats 1d post-threat exposure. However, at 7d post-threat 
exposure GluA1-AMPAr subunit is decreased compared to their control and adult male rats, 
suggesting long-term dysregulation of AMPAr activity at the synapse. While this study clearly 
shows the role AMPAr may play in threat memory processing in male juvenile rats, it is unclear 
whether these same results would be seen in female juvenile rats and female adult rats. Previous 
research has extensively studied the role of sex hormone estradiol, on its protective role during 
stress and long-term memory maintenance[116, 154], yet little is known whether AMPAr 
expression in female juveniles is vulnerable to trauma. Considering females are more likely to be 
diagnosed with anxiety disorders like PTSD[227, 228], the following experiments would be 
proposed:  
1) Conduct experiments involving the platform stress paradigm and biochemical techniques 
in identifying the effects of ELA on AMPAr activity in female juvenile and adult rats:  
a)  Identify the effects of ELA and the sex hormone estradiol on the vulnerability of 
AMPAr activity after threat exposure in females 
b) Confirm whether female juvenile non-cycling rats display independence of 
estradiol at this stage compared to female cycling rats, and in turn would confirm 
whether female juvenile non-cycling rats show a male juvenile rat phenotype.  
c) Previous studies from our lab have identified that estradiol decreases GluA2-
AMPAr subunit immature spines and increases GluA2-AMPAr subunit and 
PSD95 mature spines in castrated male rats, 30 minutes after receiving estradiol 
and 120 minutes after receiving estradiol respectively[115]. This study highlights 
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the ability for sex hormones like estradiol to influence AMPAr and PSD95 
activity at the synapse, along with the promotion of mature dendritic spine heads, 
important for long-term memory retention. The future study will identify whether 
there are changes in PSD95 and pS295, along with spine morphology as a result 
of estradiol and ELA in female juvenile and adult rats.  
d) Alternatively, in vitro studies on neuropeptide, PACAP38 and its receptor, PAC1 
have shown to affect GluA1 phosphorylation via the cAMP-PKA pathway[229]. 
Furthermore, in clinical studies PACAP38 shows to increase exclusively in 
females diagnosed with PTSD[228]. Considering GluA1s role in threat memory 
processing, future studies will focus on identifying the role of the PAC1 receptor 
and pS845 on threat memory processing in females.  
5.3 Identify the long-term consequences of early life adversity into adulthood  
 
The studies included in this dissertation have shown the effects of ELA at different stages 
of life, with chapter 2 showing the effects of ELA on AMPAr expression during the juvenile and 
adult stages and chapter 3 showing the effects of ELA on AMPAr expression during three ages 
of infancy. While these studies have shown the underlying mechanisms of threat memory 
processing at three different stages of life, it is unclear what the long-term consequences of ELA 
are into adulthood. Specifically, how does the unique threat memory processing for each age 
affect the brain long term and would experiencing trauma at different stages of life have different 
types of consequences? Thus, to identify the role of ELA on long term neurological 
consequences, the following experiments would be proposed: 
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1) A series of longitudinal studies to identify the long-term effects of ELA into 
adolescence or adulthood, utilizing age-specific threat conditioning paradigms 
between the infant and juvenile stage.  
a. Clinical research on ELA show that experiencing a traumatic event before 
the age of 18 or even before the age of 10, have long term consequences 
into adolescence and adulthood, with increased prevalence of PTSD later 
in life[2], as well poor cognitive performance in the classroom during 
adolescence[2]. Future studies will assess memory processing and 
cognitive performance utilizing various memory tasks on adolescent and 
adult rodents who were threat-exposed in either the juvenile or infant 
period. These memory tasks include object placement (working memory 
assessment) and radial arm maze (long-term memory assessment) in 
characterizing the long-term effects of ELA on cognition and memory. 
AMPAr, PKC isoform, and PSD95 expression will then be assessed. 
b. Alternatively, rodent studies on social behavior, found that infant rats 
maltreated by the mother showed decreased social behavior and a 
depressive-like phenotype during the adolescent stage[23]. Thus, various 
anxiety and depression paradigms such as elevated plus maze and forced 
swim test will be assessed later in life on adolescents or adults threat 
exposed during the infant or juvenile period. AMPAr, PKC isoform and 






5.4 Identify the influence of adverse maternal presence on infants and threat-induced 
AMPAr expression  
 
In chapter 3, previous studies on the role of CORT on infant threat processing’s were 
replicated [26](REF) to observe how the CORT-amygdala relationship affects markers of 
memory, identifying PKC isoforms are utilized differentially between three ages of infancy. 
Previous research on caregiver regulation in rats shows that the maternal presence suppresses the 
amygdala in normal reared infants, keeping CORT levels low. However, adversity-reared infants 
who receive CORT levels from the mother via milk, show accelerated maturation and premature 
engagement of the amygdala[230].  While exogenous CORT affects AMPAr and PKC isoform 
expression during infancy, little is known on whether a stressed mother and CORT received via 
milk also influence these markers of memory. Thus, to identify the influence of adverse maternal 
presence, the following experiments would be proposed:   
1. Conduct various experiments involving adversity-rearing [230] from the mother or age-
specific threat conditioning on the mother and infant. This will be accompanied by 
biochemical techniques in identifying the effects of adverse maternal presence on 
AMPAr and PKC isoform expression:  
a.  Future studies will utilize the scarcity-adversity model, which consists of low 
bedding, resulting in inadequate nest building. This results in a stressed mother 
who roughly handles rat pups. While this paradigm has shown to not effect threat 
conditioning in the rat pup until the juvenile stage[231, 232], considering whether 
there are biochemical changes in the abused infant may aid in understanding how 
abuse during infancy doesn’t impact the rat until a later stage of development.   
b. Alternatively, threat conditioning can be conducted on the mother, in 
understanding how or whether CORT levels via milk affect infants and whether 
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threat-exposed mothers exhibit the same characteristics as mother exposed to a 
low-bedding environment. AMPAr, PKC isoforms and scaffolding proteins will 
be assessed in the infant to observe steady state changes in synaptic plasticity. 
While learning will not be assessed in the infant, stress has shown to regulate pro-
inflammatory responses that in turn affect stabilization of synaptic proteins 
important for synaptic plasticity.  
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